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IHTHODUCTION
The geographer's task has been the pointing out of the
relationship "between man and his environment in all parts of
the world. Man's activities have been modified by his envir-
onment and in turn his activities have tended towards changing
his environment to s^iit his needs. This understanding of
fundamental principle in the study of man's progress and
activity in all parts of the world leads to a broadened under-
standing and toleration when underlying geographic factors are
realized. World problems of political, social and economic
nature would benefit from a more intelligent world opinion
formed by a comprehension of these goograohic interrelationshipij.
Sitler threatens the peace of Europe because German trade
deprived by the IVorld War of its sources of raw materials is
hampered in its develpment. Italy conquers Ethiopia for a
source of raw m^iterials and opportunity for Italian trade ex-
pansion and emigration. The 3 ritish Empire opposes these
movements; her geographic requirements stretching into every
clime are complete. United States' opposition to Japanese
expansion is influenced also by this factor. Indirectly,
geographic factors direct man's activity in all directions.
If the region is a plains one, the expectation is that
the chief activity v;ill be grazing and, with increasing popu-
lat ion, farming, first in large estates, then in small. If

the country is mountaincus, mining will probably be a main
industry if minerals are present. Restriction of land oppor-
tunity and nearness to the ocean means development of maritime
activity. On the same line as the i^eha viouris t school of
Psychology the geographer leaiB towards the argument that man
is the product of his environment. In Hew England, lack of
good farmland and presence of streans to furnish water power
eventually determined the leading mode of life for this section
Naturally, the method of earning a livelihood will deter-
mine the density and distribution of nan over the l.^nd. V/ith.
the geographic factors of location, cliioate, relief, soil,
mineral resources, proximity to the ocean, vegetations both
native and cultivated and inf licence of other pcopiL* on man it
has been the author's endeavor to determine the distribution
composition and factors affectirig the mode of life of the
population of South America.
Tie proper method of procedure would have been the div-
ision of Sout 1 America into natural provinces and analysis
of these provinces. Unfortunately, however, political unities
take no cognizance of natural boundaries so statistics nec-
essarily give figures for countries and not mitural geogra-
phic units. Shifts in the nethod of dealing v;ith the subject
must be explained by this difficulty. A short treatnent and
generalization of location, climate and relief was thou^t a
necessary preliminary to the discussion follov/ing. A map
e
showing density by states was corapiled and an endeavor by all
methods of a iproach to explain the distribution shown by the
map. A discus..ion of ths re^rions involved was thought neces^-
^ary in order that en ujiderstanding of the geographic factors
underlying the distribution of population cculd be reached.
Because of the importance of transportation factors on this
distribution an analysis of facilities was made.
The last chapter deals with the composition of the popula-
tion, factors influencing the cornposi tion, the early immigra-
tions and finally pre->sent day i immigration.

CHAPTER I.
GEOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES UPON THE SOUTH MIERICAK COOTINENT
Location of a country is always the supreme geographical
factor in its history. It outweighs every other single geo-
graphic factor. The stronger the natural location is, the
more independent is the -oeople ^nd the more strongly marked is
the national character. Location mea.ns dL im^ate end plant life
fit one end of the scale, civilization and political status at
the other. ^ Thus any geographical paper must make some funda-
mental st tement of location to establish the relationship of
the region with the rest of the world.
LOCATION AND AREA
The South American continent extends from S^North of the
Equator to 560South, a length of some 4,500 miles, and from
about to 82°W. Its greatest width of about 3,000 miles
comes three degrees south of the equator. Thus one-half of
South America h=.s undiluted tropical conditions and were it not
for the highl-nd areas in the tropics a larger portion of the
continent would feel the effects of the enervating heat and
humidity. The tapering of the continent to the south limits
the spread of land in the Temperate Zone, and this combined
with the pronounced influence of the sea does not give the
bitter cold and burning heat of continental interiors ol other,
temperate regions, whereas in North America, three- fourths of
Semple, E. C.
, Influences of Geographic Environment,
pp. 129, 131

the people live on plains below 1000 feet elevation, in Soutn
American only one-third seek a plains position and these
chiefly in the temperate portion, Kecalling the location of
the continental United States as extending from about 25 ^to
49*^ Horth and between 67*^ and 125^ est a comparison of more
meaning can be drav/n concerning the effect of location on
Climate, South Americans isolated position south of the main
channels of world commerce has been of great Influence. Her
latitudinal position has hindered migration as v/ell as having
influenced the type of migration that has entered the continent.
Tims it was not until the great temperate lands of the North
Anerican continent had been filled that immigration turned to
the southern continent, Tlie type of immigration here was not
of Northern European stock as it had been in the northern
continent up to 1900, but of South European races whose native
climates v/ere more in harmony with the new environment.
Tlie geographical effect of cere area contributed to the
survival of the Carib and Aravifak stocks on the South American
continent, Vihereas these people were wiped out of the Islands
of SdWtlJ Domingo and Cuba by the aggressive Spaniards, these
same Spanish methods made little impression on tne relatively
i massive populations of Peru whose survival and latter day
recovery of independence can be asci'ibed largely but not solely
2to its ample territorial base.
^' rbid,, p, 178-

In the island of Tierra doL Fuego tiie encroachments of
sheop-farmors and gold miners from Patagonia twenty year^ ago
"by fencing off the l-od aifl killing nff the guanaco threatened
the e^Jistence of the native Onas Indians. Continually cut off
in area and tircught to bay at the liii^its of tiie island they
attacked the farmers vt/hose reprisals reduced the number from
2,000 in 1390 to 800 in 1900.
As another result of location and area the continent of
South America will continue subordinate to the continent of
2Jorth America because of the greater area cf land and the pre-
dominant "temperate Zone location of Ihe latter. The southern
half of South America has never in historical times struck out
a road to advancement unaided by ncrthern neighbors. Primitive
South America developed the only independent civilization that
ever arose in the southern hemisphere but the Peruvian achieve-
ments in progress wcxr e inferior to those of Mexico and Central
America. In view of the remarkable advances shovm by Argen-
tina and Chile in the last tv:o decades it is dnabtful whether
this statement of Semple will remain as true in the f^iture as
i
it has in the past. The irritation demonstrated by Argentina
as well as the other Latin American countries toward the Unit-
ed State's policy of intervention in latin American affairs
under the socalled Monroe Doctrine and its later additions has
finally resulted in the present administration's renouncement
cf the policy
^* Ibid, p. 39E
i!
yand the instituting of the "good neighbor" policy designed to
restore harmonious relations with the southern republics.
Argentina with growing importance in the economic life of
the world has assumed arii^ independence of action that augurs
well for her continued growth as a. nation. One of her contrib-
utions of importance to stpte crr.ft was the Drego Doctrine oro-
Dosed by Dr. Drggo in 1902 and which -irovided for the renounce-
ment of the use of force by a nation in the collection of privat
debts of citizens. It was adopted ot the Hague Conference of
1907.
II. RELIEF
The human geographer looks not to see what reliefs are
T^resent but how they are distributed, whether highlands and low-
lands ^'re in unbroken masses as in Asia, alternate in close succ
ession as in f^urooe, whether the transition is abru'ot as in
western South America or gradual as in the United States. A
sim-ole massive land structure gives historical movements the
same character, allows collection of oeoDle into l^rge groups ar
4
movement in broad streams.
Looking at the relief of South America we find a great
western mass of young folded mountains and their associated
fej^tures rising to a height of some 22,000 feet extending from
tip to toe of the continent, all constituting a tremendous
barrier to transoortation, because of high Jagged peaks, steep
sides and deer) valleys ;all characteristics of young mountains.
4.
Ibid.
. P. 47^.
e
a

7The 65 gt has p group of Dlateaus Rud old worn down mount
ainsjless a barrier than the Andes but more so than the Ap-oalac^
ipns, and stretching from the copst to the interior lie vast
tronicpl and ternperate -olains.
The continent lacks extensive coastal r)lains, which h^s
been a retarding influence in the easy settlement of the countr^'
This f??ctor of bropd coastal nleins has been one important reason
why North America has been more e^^sily and quickly settled than
South America. This - re,= t simplicity of continental build g?!ve
rise to a corresDonding simplicity of nptive and ethnic and culjiural
conditions having only one marked contra '^t, that betv/een the
5
Atlantic and l^acific SloDe.q. On the Atlantic side of the Cord
illera, the vpst trouj^h extending- north ?nd south gave migratiotl
a longitudinal direction and therefore constantly tended to
nullify the diversities? c'risin'^ from co^^tr^^sted zonsl condition
This longitudinal migre.tion howe-er, h-^s not been great enough
to offset t'-^e cljjfliatic effects on the mode of life of the regio
as can be seen in contr'^ sting the culture of t'^e Arn-^^ on Indians
with th^t of the Patagonian Indians. Thus t.'.e nu.'.ting of ?^ild
animals with the distinctive use of the blowgun and the gather-
ing of vfild nnts hv ^>e Amazon ^ndipns differed sh^r^ly ^^ith
that of the 'atagonMn Indians vho followed agriculture to a
limited extent, and used as weaoons the bola and lance in-
hunting the guana CO.
5.
Ibid., P. 394.
.1
South ATTiRrica shows a meridional movement for 2,000 mile
•^long the Pacific coast ?rd longtitud in^l 'rf?lleys of t Andes
system. There is little encouragement to cut across the grain
of the continait so that the eastern range of the cordlllera
drew a dividing line between esst ond v/est tribes.
This cutting off by the Andes of the narrow Pacific
districtts from the lowlands of the Atlantic face of the con-
tinent has also resulted in Colombia, Ecuador and Peru stretchi]
out epstwprd in an endegvor, for the past century, to graso
sections of the bordering Amazon lowlands v;hich is today the
world's great field of conflicting boundary claims. Chile woulc
follow its geograDhical destiny if it should suoolement its higl
6
serrated surface by the r^loteaus and lowlands of Bolivia.
At this Doint -^re shown some of the geographic factors
leading to differentiation of oeo^les, due to environment.
The Chilians and Argentinians, divided by the Andes so that trac
and intercourse could not lessen differences, became segregated
and national differences arose. To the north, a ^-'ide and wate:
less desert caused the Chilians and Peruvians to dr^^w further
and further a^oart. Paraguay stood alone in the midst of her
forests. Peru is so cut ud b^'• lofty barren ranges into valleys
that\the formation of an active homogenous public or)inion has
been retarded. Chile on the other hand had till recently nearl]
i
all her inhabitants gathered in a comparatively small cultivable
6.
Ibid., P. 476.
3
6
,
e
r
area favor aole to the growth of a united people. Similar
conditions have accelerated the material progress and inten-
sified Uruguayan patriotism. In the vast territory of Col-
ombia and Venezuela v»/here "besides throe or four cities lying
far apart there are only small settlements scattered through
a region of mountain and forest, political cohesion and the
sense of national life must be devel-^ped more slowly than in
a level and cixLtivable ajfea like the Pampa.
In Bolivia, JBov; temperature, thin, air, extreme dryness,
and poor food has made a large part of the plateau a sterile
desert and confined the population to towns lying so far apatt
that cOi-imon political action 'oecomes difficult and social
antagonisms remain acute. In the mixing of the people the
v/hite elements predominate, less evidently in physical appear-
ance than in mental characteristics.
III. CLimTE
The narrov/ness of the continent and vastness of the
surrounding oceans preclude any extreme continental winter in
South America. The greatest range of seasonal temperature is
in Northwest Argentina and it is less than 30?
OCEAinO COilDITIOH . The A ntarctic current meets the coast of
Chile at about 40° South and spreads north and south. The
north branch called the Humboldt current is hlovm as far as th
«^— ^—
—
1
Equator by tiie southeast trades. Also there is an upwelling of
cold water to take the place of that moved hy the trades, along
the coast. This causes much fog and oh."^dsbut hardly any rain
along the coast. The west coast of Colombia is washed by the
warm equatorial current. The south branch of the Antarctic
current flows south off iiouth Chile.
On the east coast the south equatorial Atlantic current
splits at Cape St.Roque, Brazil, - one branch flows across the
Amazon mouth, the G-uianas, and Venezuela into the Caribbean Sea,
the other goes southward as the Brazil curient and reaches the
Plate estuary. Beyond this we find cool water from the Falkland
cujrrent flowing north from Cape horn.
PRESSURE. The lowest pressures are over the equator in ^^pril.
As the sun moves north, the low pressure area moves along so
in July it covers the continent from the equator to the north
coast and over Central America to join the lov/ pressures over
North iimerica. In ITovember the low pressure area is over the
equator. In January it is furthest south over southern Brazil.
T'he doldrums over the oceans migrate less. On the iacific
they remain north of the Equator the year around. Over the
Atlantic the doldrums migrate only a few degrees. They move
from just north of the Equator in August to just south in
February.
The subtropical high pressures in July center about 30°
South in the Pacific and 27°South in the Atlantic. In January
we have anticyclones over the oceans which give Central Chile

Iits fine dry weather.
1
ij V/IU33S . The northern coast of Colnnibia and the coasts of Yenez-
j
uela ijnd the Guinanas have north east trades all year, strongest
. i
I
, in January end weakest in July, the rainy season. The Amazon
j basin experiences a double pressure wave as the sun passes norti-
j
and south of the Equator. T he heaviest rain fulls near the
j
j
time of each passage, the trades blowing from the northeast in
j
i
January and from the southeast in July.
I
I
The east coast of Brazil has easterly winds all year from
i Cape St. i^ovjue to the tropic of Capricorn, southeast i . July
I
'{
I
aad oast and northeast in January when the i^onsoorjal - - inflow
!{
i^c^
jj
becomes evident.
II
j
The doldrums migrate from British Guiana to the Amazon
I
I
mouth and this coast has weak and variable v;inds from the north^-
ij east in January and the southeast in July,
Ij
']
I
Betv/een tiie tropic and tho Plate estuary, the coast is
i influenced by the South Atlantic anticyclones and has northeast
i
I
winds all year, warm, moist and rainy.
! On the west coast the winds blow parallel to tho coastline
j!
and the Andes, except in the south. On the coast of Colombia,
|j
they are southwest and variable all year and bring heavy rain
every month. South of the iiquatar the Andes cut off v/inds to
li
the interior. South of 400South, the lower altitude of the
Ij
ij Andes allows the stormy westerlies to give southern Chile its
i
I
excessive rainfall v/hereas their descent causes the rain
ii
: shadow of Patagonia. In v/inter tho "westerlies extend into
j
Central Chile giving it its Mediterranean climate of mild rainj
,
! ^ Kendrew P. aoT^"""^
.=.==_.:^=^.^...=^.=====^^^
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.
v/inters and fine rainless summers.
I
RAII'IFALL > l.Iost of the continent as far south as oS^South,
receives its rainfall in the hot season. The double rainfall
maximuiii of the Equatorial zone operates from the northern coast
to 10°South except on the Equator and the Andes a little north
and south of the Equator, It is really one long rainy season
with two maxima of especially heavy rain. South of 35^South
there is much rain in all seasons but most in autiimn and v;inter.
The Andes of Colombia and Ecuador have heavy rainfall. South
0
of 30 South the east slopes of the Cordillera are very moist
but the west are dry; in southern Chile the v;estern slopes have
excessive rain, eastern slopes little. The sub-tropical high-
- o
pressure ^belt ct^ftos the .-.ndes at about 30 South, and here it
is very dry on both sides of the range.

CHAPTER II.
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION
The first step of procedure was the compilation of tables
of densities hy states of the respective countries. Figures
were obtained from the Statemans Year Book of 1936. The den-
sities of the countries shown on Tables I - IX were transferred
to the map on page 23.
From the map distribution we find that the densest
patches of population lie generally within 200 miles of the sea.
Along the eastern coast these patches are fo^nd to lie right alor||g
the coast. Thus accessibility to world trade seems one of the
primary factors in deciding density of population.
Because the density of this continent can not be compared
with that of the more populated continents such as North America
Dr Euro-ne, the more densely oopulated aress have been ar-
bitrarily termed so when having a density of over 15 persons per
square mile. The sparse areas are those having a density of 15
3r less than 15 persons per sauare mile. Accordingly ,( see map
pi?23) the densest populations are located thus:
Brazilian Plateau Peruvian Plateau
Pampa Bolivian Plateau
Chilean Valley Ecuadorean Plateau
Colombian Plateau
The regions of sparse population are found to be:
Orinoco Lowlands Monte
Amazon Basin Argentine Mesopotamia
Chilean Desert Paraguay
Southern Chile
Patagor.ia
Chaco
li
TABLE I.
ARGEITTIWA
POPULriTIOi: DENSITY BY STa'ES
STATE POPULiiTION DENSITY - 1934
BUENOS iilRES (FEDERAL GAPITaL) 31,643.7
SANTA 27.6
CORDCBA 17.0
BUENOS /vIuES 27.7
ENTRE RIOS 22,1
CORRISNTES. 15.7
TUCUiuAN 56.0
MENDOZA 8.1
SANTIAGO DEL ESTERO 8.2
SaLTA 3.9
SAN JUAN 5.6
SAN LUIS 6.0
CATAJ...AREA 4.5
LA RIOJA 3.1
JUJUY TERRITORIES ^ o
LA PAivIPA 3.9
LilSIONES 7.8
onAGO 2.3
RIO NEGRO 0.8
CEU'BUT 0.6
NI^UliiN 1.1
FORI;! OSA 1.1
SANTA CRUZ 0.3
LOS AITDES 0.1
TIERRA DEL FUEGO 0.5
Statesman'sYear"book.
Tables compiled by author
•f
TABLE II.
BRAZIL
POPULATIOIT DSI'SITY 3Y ST.^CES
STATE FOPUL--iTICII DBITSITY
1934 Estimate 1920 Census
ALAGOAS 58.1 43.3
ALiAZOllAS 0,6 0.5
BiUlIA 28.0 20.2
CEaRA 44.9 32.7
ESPERITO SAIITO 46.3 26.0
CxOYAy 2.0 1.9
iuARMIIiS'O 7.0 4.9
LiATTO GRCSSO 0.7 0.4
lilllAiD OERAEb 3.7 26.5
PARiC 3.9 2.2
PARAmYBA 54.0 33.3
PARAIIi^ 12.5 7.3
PERiIAi..BUCO 67.1 43.4
PIAUIiY 8.0 5.2
RIO DE JAITEIRO 85.1 58.5
RIO GRANDE DO IIORTE 39.2 24.2
RIO GRAIIDE DO SlfL 37.1 22.6
SA;:TA CATliARIIIA 54.7 32.1
SAO ^AULO 68.5 40.9
SERGIPE 32.2 31.6
FEDERAL DISTRICT (RIO DE JAIISIRO; 3,848.8 2,686.4
ACRE TERRITORY 2.1 1.6
S ta t e snian'sYearb o ok
.

TABLE III.
CHILE
POPUL.iT ION DEIISITY BY STATES
STATE POPUL.iTIOH DEiTSITY
Q . O
x^l-TTOFAGASTA 3.7
ATACAtlA 1.9
CO:^ILBO 12.9
ACONCAGUA 80,5
SAHTIAGO 149.4
COLCIiAGUA 56.6
O'HIGGINS 65.7
TALCA 36.8
ivIiiULE 34.9
NUBLS
,
42.4
G0NCEH3I0N 121.3
ARANCO 27.6
3I0-BI0 29.4
CANTIN 36.5
VALDIYJA 22.0
CniLOE 14.4
AYSEN 0.2
IixaGaLLANES 0.7
S tate sman"sYearb ook
.
•
T.'.BLS IV.
PERU
POPULATIOr: DLIJSITY BY STATES
STATE POPULATIOn DEITSITY 1927
Ai.iAZOi'lAS o«7
iiiJCiiSK ol«9
aPURILiaC 34 #3
aRSQUIPA 16.8
AYACUCIIO 17.5
CaJAI/IARPA
CALLAS
35.9
5,557.0
CUZGO 12.5
HUANCaVELICA 27.7
hual:uco 12.9
ICA 12.2
JUIIIiJ 19.7
la libertad 37.2
LAi,:BAYE'^UE 30 .3
LBiA 36.5
loreto 1.2
lufiDRE DE DIGS 0.08
tlOaUEQUii 7.2
PUIRA 19.8
PUl^^ 26.7
SAII LIARTIIT 3.7
TACNA 4.7
tui;:bes 7.5
State sman'sYearbook.

TABLE v.
c olO^jbia
POPULATIOTI DEH^ITY BY i^TATES
ST/iTE POPULATION DLITSITY
PER SOUARE LiILE
AHTIOQUIA 44.3
ATLAIITICO 156.9
BOLIVAR 27.6
BOYACA 34.5
CALDAS 13.9
CAUCA 30.7
CUiroHIALiARCA 140.9
liUILA 21.8
iviAGDALEIIA 14 .
9
NARlto 38.7
IIORTE DE SANTAIIDER 59.3
SANTANDER 54 .
5
TOLIMA 55.1
Vi\LLE 45.4
AiaAZOHAS 0.1
GHOCO 5.5
LiSTA 0.7
SAH AITDRES 512.9
ARAUCA 1.5
CAQUETA 0.5
GO/^JJRA 8.1
VAUPi^S 0.1
VICKaDA 0.5
PUTUI^AYO 0.6
Statesman'-iYearbook.

'1
TABLE VI.
URUGUAY
POPUL.aTIOiT DENSITY BY STATES
ST./l'E POPULATION DENSITY
ANTIGAS 11.4
CANELONES 100.5
CERRO-LARGO • 15.4
COLONIa 54.2
DURAZNO 15.6
FLORES 18.7
FLORIDA 20.9
LAVALLEJA 22.2
IIALDOilADO 38.7
LIONTEVI^^O 1971.0
PAYSANDU 14.8
RIO NIGRO 15.
0
RIVERA 18.2
ROCIIA 17.5
SALTA y 18*7
SM JOSE 33.9
SORIANO 23.5
TACURAREL.B0 ^ 11.7
TRSINTAY TRES 16.8
State sman'sYe arb ook
.

TABLE VII.
ECUADOR
POPUL.1TION DENSITY 3Y STATES
ST.'vTE POPUIATIOH DEKSTTY -1934
ESLIER^xLDAS
MAUABI
LOS RIGS
GUAYAS
EL OKO
CARChI
ILiBiiBURA
PICHIiiCHA
LEON
TUITGURAHUA
ilLBORAZO
BOLIV.^xH
AZUAY
LOJA
NAPA PASTOZA 0: SAIITIAGO ZAI.iORA (or
REGION ORIENTAL)
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
.
8.4
30.5
46.4
43.0
28.4
44.1
54.9
42.8
69.0
111.2
76.1
72.6
71.7
58.3
43.5
0.8
0.7
State sman s -^earb 00k
.

TABLE VIII.
BOLIVIA
POPULi-^TICIT DSlISITY BY aTATES
ST^TE POPULATION DliJSZTY- 1952
LA PAZ 19,1
c ochabai.:ba 22 • 6
POT OS
I
12.6
SANTA CRUZ 2.5
CliUQUISAC.. 9.8
TARIJA 2.3
ORUNO 7.3
EL BEN
I
5.9
CCLONI.iL TERR: 1.9
State sman i> Yearb ook

11
TABLE IX.
P0PUL..TI01I BY COWTRIES
CCUIITKY DEIISITY PER SQUARE LIILE
PARAGUAY 5.0
VEITEZUELA 8.6
BRITISH GUIAITA 5.4
SURINAM 3.0
FREITCH GUIAiTA 0.6
St ate sman'sYearb ook
.
Ii
^
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V/hat are the factors involved that determine this dis-
tribution? Are the factors tiiat determine a dense population
in one region the sarnie that operate throughout the other regions
or do they vary?
THE BRAZILIAII PLATEAU
The rolling plateau averages sorie 3,000 feet in elevation
with the greatest height in the east, ixt the north several
ranges give greater relief to Linas G-eraes, in the south the
Serra de ilantiqueira provides a prominent elevation. So
although the greatest portion of the plateau is situated within
the tropics, the elevation of the highlands gives one of the
better climates of the continent.
SOILS . Tlie variety of elevations, climates, and rocks has
produced several important soils, ranging from the rich and
originally forested terra rosa, v/hich are preeminently coffee
soils, to somewhat infertile soils of shalB and sandstone,
supporting only the canipos vegetation of grassland end scrub.
VEGETATIOIU Practically tv/o-thirds of the Brazilian Plateau
is unsuited to forest vegetation and is covered with grasses
j
scattered bushes and occasional groups of palms. Evergreen
tropical forests naturally flourish in the hot moist valleys
of the northern rivers and on lov/er slopes of the plateau
tov/ards the Amazon and also on the extensive areas drained by
head streams of the Paraguay in Liatto Grosso. Elsewhere it is
restricted to rain-exposed heights as those between sSTo Fran-
cisco and tiie Toe ant ins-Araguaya system or along the lines of

'seepage at the foot of bluffs. North of 15°South on'1»lateau
scattered deciduous forest patches of hard v;ood and dye wood
i
{species with different tyt)es of palms grow hut vegetation often
llDecomps mere scruh -.vith thorn hushes and cacti. A third forest
1jtype is the Arancaria pine of the Parana drainage area of Sao
iPaulo, Parana and Santa Catharina.
I
CLIMATE
.
Ra,infall runs from 80 inches on the coastal lowlands
to 40 and 50 inches over much of the plateau. Much of the
Iprecinitation occurs in ST)ring and summer and there is a
I
'pronounced dry season in autumn aiding the proper preparation
jof the coffee berries. Corn, rice, and cotton also benefit by
these seasonal differences.
I
During the winter occurs the dry season so that June,
I
I
jJuly, and August is a season of little rainfall for the region
as 9 whole. Since the drought is periodic, farmers and stock-
limen prepare for it end serious effects seldom follow. The
ji
Ijdrought has given the extensive campos region of the interior
ji
jjits characteristic cover of grass, which in turn allows
Ijj<itilization of this great area as a grassland. In the north-
II
_
Ijeast or the sertao region immediately to the north of the
ji
jgreat bend of Sao Francisco River, this drought condition be-
1
comes especially serious. If the rainy season which begins
jj
In January fails to materialize, both man and beast move to
I
the mountains to seek water, resulting in a great loss of life,
I
i
This condition results in a yearly emigration from this region
' of from 15,000 to 20,000,

IOccasional frosts may occur though winter temperatures
j average some 60° to 65°F, Because of these frosts, planta-
tlons have become grouped about altitudes from 1,800 to ^,500
above sea level, the v^^lleys undergoing little agricultural
i 7
development because of temperature inversion.
Summer temperatures may exceed lOO^p^ although extremes
are not common. The less intense insolation of higher
latitudes as contrasted to t he other coffee lands of tropical
America does away with the necessity for shade trees.
The plateau is essentially an agricultural land with
3offee as king, over most of the northern states but chiefly
Ln Sao Paulo and Minas G-eraes, occupying 41% of the cultivated
!Land.
C. F. Jones, South America
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fi Coffee had "been the dominant export since 1840. In 1880 there
il
j came a period of expansion due to: increase in plantations,
I
I Italian colonization, bringing terra rosa region under cul-
I
tivation,
I
This region is admirably suited for coffee because (l)
j
the rolling topography provides air pnd soil drainage. (2)
h
li
I
Soils of high iron r iDotash content give a coffee of high
! superiority in flavcR. With soil exhaustion a new plantation
! is cleared in the forest. (3) The dry autumn causes the
i
, ,
i berries to rioen all at once facilitation harvesting, (4;
I
The better climate promotes an energetic population. Also
i
immigration, R.R, development and government aid have aided the
1 growth of the industry. It is one of the major corn-Droducing
areas of the world having four-fifths of the amount of coffee
I
acreage in com. Practically all the corn remains in the
I
country for use as the daily food of the lower classes. Rice
I
i
ranks third as an important food crop ; upland rice is the usual
!
,
-
j!
crop. Cotton production in the coastal river valleys to supply
1^
local needs is increasing. Potatoes because of lov^er temper-
jj
atures and less abundant rainfall are grown on thejplateau
ij
](
although temperatures are at the same time too high and rainfal^
I too great for profitable wheat culture.
l!
II
The place th^t agriculture holds can be more fully raal-
j
ized when wc know that 90% of the exports of Brazil are
1 vegetable products, 9% are animal and but K are mineral.
' Brazil exports no raj^nuf^ ritvirps or finished products, h-^^ pr-
i
1
ports are prime materials.

Ij In the regions of Southern Mlnas Geraes, and Goyaz and
juatto Grosso to the west which lie at an elevation too great
jfor coffee culture, largely 3,000 feet and over, the grass-
I
lands are the basis for a livestock development. About 30%
ijof the cattle of Brazil are found in this region furnishing both
jfood and power for cultivation. Moving off the canroos or
'grass region to the region about Paulo City, the cattle
jare com fattened either for local consumption or for export.
IjThis movement is simil?)r to the Great Plains - Corn Belt move-
i
Iment in the United States.
il The industry could be expanded as the mild winter permits
Ij
jjopen winter grazing. Forage is available throughout the year;
[transport facilities are the best of any in Brazil and large
jdomestic ?5nd foreign markets offer numerous opportunities.
II
jCattle are being improved; foreign capital has been interested
and t)8Cking slants have been constructed.
However, the use of the grea' grazing area of the Matto
jGrosso remains in the future. It ' 3 great distance from the
jcenters of copulation and world markets remains a disadvantage
llthat surpasses its natural suitableness for this tyce of
il
'jendeavor.
,1
j|
In the coffee regions two plans for the employment of
'jjlabor are in operation. One gives the laborer and his
jl
|family a number of trees to care for and in return he is
'11
guaranteed a modest living, helD in sickness, loan of farm
i;

iitools, a plot of land to cultivate and economic security. The
iother provides for payment of labor as it is necessary. The
first is the fairer method and is in general operation.
i
!
Italians and Spanish immigrants were favored over the
native Indians and in turn the Japanese have proved the more
llndustrious workers.
I
!' In much the same way the workers of the cattle owners are
I.
ijprovided for. In both regions the conditions of living for the
laboring cIpss are so miserable that no American v^orkman would
i
|even consider them. Competition for labor and higher wages
ij «
-1 ^
jln Argentina have caused some betterment of conditions of late.
IsWINE RAISING . There are some 7,500,000 swine raised in the
region. The swine are fed on corn and allowed to root in the
woods. They afford a local meat supnly and are the basis of
some exDorts. The density of -oopulation and ease of production
on a small scale and urban markets account for this growth.
The distribution of the agricultural activities are re-
llated not only to climate , soils and topography but also the
jsocial fa.'ctors including cheap land and labor and high cost of
'transport. Cheap land and labor have tended towards the spread
jof TDopulation over extensive areas while the high cost of
jtransport has directed and limited expansion.
#
With adeauate transportation and lower freight rates,
'agricultural production will mor^e closely conform to climate,
i
relief and soils.
Brazil* s total area is about two Million acres. Approxi-
mately 20.5% of this area is in farms, so that 79.5% is as yet
not used for agricultural purposes. Of the part in farmlands
! only 3% is under cultivation, 5.5% is in ti^uher and 12% is in
^pasture. It is estimated that 60% of the total area including t'/.ie
i land not now used for farms can be used for agriculture. Re-
cently, there has been promotion of scientific agriculture.
[Many of the better farms have American equipment. There has been
]! an increase in the number of small farms v/hich is a favor-^l"
I*
'I
indication of more intensive use of land and increasing density
1
!! of Dopulation.
jj
MINING. Mining of the early type wps concerned chiefly with
j
jj
gold and diamonds. First operations were of the placer type,
I'
later work was begun on the bp sic sources. Ouro Preto of south-
eastern Minas Geraes, center for th^^se operations, once had a
j
population of some 60,000. Now it has but 15,000. Rapid ex-
haustion of easily worked deposits caused this decadence and
poor transport facilities and lack of capital have hindered
possible growth.
This region has the greatest deposits of high grade iron
jiore in the world and this will be the base for any future mining
|| development. It v;ill probably be a development for export as
jj South America possesses no good supply of coking coal. Electric
jj
smelting has been attempted but large scale production is far
p. 220 Carlson
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away. The deposits lie some 25O-3OO miles from the coast and
there are at present no adequate rail facilities. Despite
present conditions, indications are that an iron and steel in-
dustry of some importance will arise in response to the great
demand for iron ?nd steel goods and the rapid advance of man-
ufacturing in general. The leading mining industry at present
is the production of manganese ore, chiefly for use in the iron
and steel industries of the United States. The deposits center
about the iron districts of Minas Geraes. Brazil supplied a
large pert of the world requirements in competition with Russia,
India and the Gold Coast in 1929. Exports total more than
300,000 metric tons x)er year and promise growth with improved
rail connections. Today she ranks 4th in world production.
The Brazilian Plateau because of the factors of favorable
soil, climate, and resources has become the most populous of
South America having a population of 16,000,000, exceeding that
ofArgentina by almost 33-l/3^. Its boundaries include the
largest area on the continent having a population density
greater than 30 persons per square mile.
The early establishment of sugar plantations on the coast
led to forays into the interior for slaves. These led to the
mining developments of Min°s Geraes and Goyas and led to the
peopling of these regions. By 1775 Minas Geraes had a mixed
population of about 400,000 and Rio de Janeiro had surpassed
Bahia as chief city. The restriction of gold and diamond
mining gave the livestock industry pre-eminence and as a
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grazing country it remained till the latter 19tli century. In
the coastal sections sugar, cotton and corn supported an im-
portant agricultural life. With the expansion of coffee plantin
in 1880 came government-promoted imm-igration, chiefly Italians .Tb
level -i.l^VG-ir.sfg*..'- for the country as a whole is 14 persons per
square mile c cnipared v/^-th 42 for tiie United States. Even more
so than iuiiericans, Brazilians tend to concentrate in cities.
There are m.ore than 200 cities oi more than 20,000 inhabitants.
Of these, 145 have betv/een 20,000 and 50,000 people, 30 between
50,000 and 100,000 and only 25 more than 100,000 population.
Rio de Janeiro is the only city of over 1,000,000 inhabitants.
Rio de Janeiro stands on the allu-^xi-filled western shore
of the Bay of Guanabara. The bay from north to south is 16
miles and the width stretches from the one mile at the mouth
to 15 miles at the widest point. The grea-ter part of the city
is but 2 or 3 feet above se^evel and there are large swamp
areas in the vicinity so that health measures are strictly
enforced. As an instance of the measures made necessary by
climate some of these rules are ;;:iven: x\ll construction must
be of brick, stone or other fireproof material. Residences
have no underground basements. The ground beneath the house
must be surfaced v/ith a 4- inch layer of concrete to keep out
rats and vermin. Each room must have a window surface com-
mensurate with its cubic area. Space outside a window must
be Tihobstructed for at least one meter. Ilo closets without
v/indows are permitted. Each house is allowed 100 gallons of
gs

:j w?;ter 8 dpy. These -precautions are offsetting the unhealthful
|j
factors of its lowland location.
ll
Splendid harbor facilities have contributed to m?ke Rio
II de Jc-neiro the nation's ^Drin-iDal center of imDort and exr^ort
|i and foster the banking and Q(jj\mercl ^1 activities which such
!j
li importance involves. Loc??l nrod'icts are shi^ooed from local
II
T:)orts as ru ber from Belem, coffee largely from S'-^ntos, meat
from Rio Gr^^nde, tobacco from Bahia, yet Rio de Janeiro remains
j
the TprindiDal riort. In Rio pre located the orincir)al banking
j houses and the r)rinclr)al railroads radiate from either Rio or
I
sk^."Ps>ulo. The city serves the states of Rio de Janeiro, l^inos
!
i
Geraes nnd. eastern Sao PpuIo. Exports include coffee, sugar,
,
j
;| hides, cabinet woods, tobacco and cigars, tapioca., gold,
j;
diamonds, manganese -^-nd sundry anall riroducts,
j!
ij
Because of its midway location on the coast it serves also
i'
ll
ji as a distributing center for the great temnerate hinterland
,ji
I
behind it. Rio handles about two-fifths of the import trade
ii
II
and about one-fifth of the countries exDort trade. Also the
:;
j
fact that it is the c^oital of the countr'^ has added to its
j
growth.
I
MAi\^UFACT JRING. Although this region has the "'Ost advanced
j
manufacturing enternrises of South America they are inconsider-
||
able in view of huge deDOsits of high grade iron ore and other
li
1
resources, the immense water nower resources and the ex-
I'
tensive forests, Iranorts of coa.l and petroleum are among
|i
the greatest of all Brazilian imoorts as low grade coal from
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Santa Catharina costs as much in Rio as the best Cardiff coal
from England. Ihis reason c arises many industries to operate
with only v/ood as a fuel.
The basic reasons for industrial leadership of this
section lies in the size of the population, the richness of
the lands and the growing use of water pov/er. There is a
market of 59,500,000 in all Brazil and of 10,000,000 for the
plateau region. Infant industries of Brazil have the pro-
tection of a high tariff. Factories now supply 90fo of the
cotton textile requirements, much of the jute, some of the
woolen goods and nearly all the boots and shoes, beverages,
hats, tobacco and furniture. The domestic m.ills enjoy a
monopoly of the coarser cotton trades. The S'§^o Faulo region
contributes ^0% of the total. Factories operate m.ainly on
hydro-electric power. The significance of the growth of
manufacturing is the increase in density of population with
this most intensive use of land.
SILK IITDUSTRY. One of the industries introduced into Brazil
by immigrants is that of the silk industry. Begun in Rio
Province as early as 1846, it proved a financial failure but
Italian immigrants continued tlie practice until, in 1923, the
government began aiding the industry. The plateau region of
Stt'o Faulo has optima conditions for the growth of the mulberry
tree and this is one of the most favorable regions of the world
for the cultivation of silk. The tree bears leaves nine months
of the year, from September to i:ay inclusive, with temperatures
from 68^ to 77 ^F. From hatching to coccoon the silk worm in
11
H
—^
jsao Paulo rarely reauires more than 40 days - often 35 or less.
I
thus 6 or 7 coccoon croDS would be feasible whereas in Japan
jlthere are usually but two or three crops.
|j
The winter, June, July and August, sees little silk
activity because leaves are few and unsuitable, silkworms less
iactive and it is the season of the coffee harvest. So it is not
ija major industry but one of various activities of diversified
Agriculture. For that reason crons are limited to three a year.
iSilk manufacturing concentrated in Sao Paulo and reached its
I
jpeak in 1929 when 18,786,594 coccoons were produced. Neverthe-
less, Brazi^ imports 92% of her raw silk.
THE PMPA
IRELIEF. The outstanding factor of Pampean relief is its plains
Character. Its average rise is 5 feet per mile from east to
i
l^est. An undulating relief gives depressions that accumulate
Water which is of much importance to the grazing industry.
i
iSQIL. Soil consists of loess and alluvium carried from the
r
IjAndes, which, with humus from centuries of grass cover, gives
ji
ijloams of great fertility.
|! Shanahan explains the presence of loess by a river
I
I
jjtransport of sand and finer materials, deposition along the
[i
jjiteandering rivers with winds transporting the finer dust east-
jward until the increasing humidity towards the Parana River and
ithe sea causes much of the finer soil to become fixed. Another
jj
jexplanation of importance favors a direct transmission from the
iprid region at the foot of the Andes eastward.

I Chiefly "because of the arid climate of the western area
i and to a less<irextent because of poor drainage on the plains
j
there are but three permanent streams that cross the plain,
I This makes necessary the tapping, by many wells of the water-
j
bearing strata that stretches from the Andes east beneath the
j
pam-^a. This condition is a similar one to that occurlng in
i
j! the area adjacent to the Eastern Rockies of the United States.
ii
" This strata bears the appellation of the Dakota sandstones
ii
jl and its use for the same purpose as that underlying the pampa
; is of great economic value.
i
.1
;j
j
CLIMATE
.
The climate is warm temperate with a yearly
I
ij
average range at Buenos Aires of but 23° while the absolute
:
maximum is IO3OF and the absolute minimum Is 230F. The
rainfall averages from 20 Inches on the west to 40 Inches
r on the northeast with
'
i
(
I
!
!
r
a sumrier maximum. The mildness of the winter permits field
v;ark and open pasture liie year rcund b esid es rendering Ihe
construction elaborate farm buildings uiinecessary In the
pampa ?;h6rG tillage is extensive, land abundant, and population
comparatively sparse, where, in fact, "sikimp" farming is the
rule, the shrewd cultivator takes advantage of the long
growing season to stretch his period of sov^ing and reaping,
and thus tills a larger area, jhe International Harvester
Company of America, investigating tiie reason far the small
number of reaping machines emplrye^ in Argentina in proportion
to the area under cultivation, found that the simple clinatic
condition of a long growing season anabled one reaper to serve
about twice the acreage usual in the United States because it
could v;ork twice as long.^
Recurrent drou^ts are the principal shortcomings of the
cliraate. V/ith Vtie drought occasionally comes another devastat-
ing natural factor of the locust.
UATUHAL VZGZT ATI Oil The importance of the original grass
vegetation o.' the pampa is thst it permitted easy travel facil-
itating settlement, provided nutritious forage and gave much
fertility to the soil. Grsss had I
8 Zendrew, V/. G.,,, Climates of the 0 ontinent
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been the natural vegetation because rainfall was insufficient
to support trees. ".Vith the groivth of tl e pastoral industry
came the spread of alfalfa cultivation with its ability to
seek water under ground. It made profitable the use of millions
of acres of land that otherwise would be relatively unproduct-
ive. It occupies more land than any other crop in Argentina
amounting to over 20,000,000 acres, or, more than one-third
of the land in crops. Alfalfa supports one steer on lA acres
whereas it takes four to seven acres of native grasses. One
planting lasts five, eight and eleven years in some sections
and may be cut three tim^es a year. Because of nitrogen-
fixing qualities it enriches the soil.
LOCixTIOlI, Still another advantage of great importance is the
nearness of the parapa to the sea. In 1904 there came a change
in the land economy. Since 1870 when t}.e pastoral industry
began to produce for foreign markets the raising of sheep for
wool, skins, and tallow had been tne chief occupation. About
1880 with the introduction of refrigeration, frozen mutton led,
later came a change to the prod.uction of wool as the primary
object,
'.Vith the introduction of refrigerationy came an improve-
ment in the cattle market unimportant until now. The follov/ing
figures show the growth in importance and numbers of cattle
at the expense of the sheep industry.
COUPARiiTIVE IMPORTAi.^CE OF CaTTLE AND SHEEP IN BUENOS AIRES
PROVINCE
1
c1
€
SHEEP
1914 -------- 9,090 - - 18,776
1923 -------- 15,508 ----- IS, 902
But in 1904 the value of the cereals exported exceeded the
value of the combined exports of the pastoral products. Lost
of the grain produced is grown on the parnpa. Ihis lead in
value of agricultural products has continued, iuuch of the
increase in agriculture has been due to tenant farmers who
cultivate land on the share -cropping basis. ..ith exhaustion
of land the people move on to a fresh area leaving the old in
Alfalfa. Tlie future of agriculture depends on the comparative
prices of cereals and pastoral production in the world market.
Several factors hinder the full development of agriculture
on the pampa. L.any tenant farmers are from Italy and Southern
Europe who' intend to extract from the soil what they can and
return to their native homes, Ihen the land is held in large
estates by cattle kings and it is difficult to establish a
settled population. The "blue-bloods" of the pampa are the
ovmers of tne large estates and the social distinction granted
by the custom prevents the easy dismemberment of these estates.
Because there is no law of primo^geniture there is m.uch inter
marriage between cousins to keep the large estates intact.
Crops are damaged by floods, droughts and locusts and
have marked fluctuations in yields. Transportation is on
the whole efficient as far as railroads are concerned but
lack of highv/ays hinder development of the interior. Flood

danger occuj?s in the neighborhood of the Parati^ and Uruguay
rivers hut it has been noticed that the floods do not reach, by
any means, as far as formerly. The reason lies in the increase
in cereal cultiu'^e and consequently in the area of plowed land
where the water is absorbed, whereas before it has flowed off
the grass cover.
Sheep grazing although starting in the Buenos Aires
region has been pushed successively both west and south to
poorer lands by crop agriculture and dairy farming near the
centers of population, '.hat sheep are present on the pampa
are mutton breeds, the wool breeds being used in the ^id west
and cold south. Jiogs numbering about 1,500,000 are naturally
concentrated principally in the corn-producing lands. V/ith
mild v/inters and v.'ith farms and packing plants lying near
ocean ports, hogs may be raised more cheaply in Argentina
than in the United States. Pork can be delivered to the
United states eastern seaboard at lower prices than they can
from Iowa. On the other hand, ..rgentina lacks a pork-eating
population and the animals require more labor than is
available; they require expensive fencing but the major handi-
cap is the large number of rejections by the packing plants
because of hog diseases from farms under poor management.
The factors leading to development of the livestock
industries make this an excellent region for production of
crops. Fertile soils and level land allov/ machine production
v;hile proximity to the sea affords pampa crops a great
advantage. The wheat lands extent on the v/est are limited by

the EO-inch rainfall nark. Towards tie oast cultivation is
limited l^y too mch autumn rainfall.
Liie short rail haul of ijisually Isss than 300 miles to a
river or ocean pert gives Argentine wheat an advantage of 8 to
jl
10 cents a ushel over Am9rican w.ieat in Liverpool.
jj
COHIT * The com region vdth center at Rosario extends west
about 120 miles and has a length of 250 miles. This area of
about 30 ,000 square miles gives Argentina first place as an ex-
porter of corn and linseed. The aiinuaL rainfall of 30 to 40
inches is sufficient but autumn rain causes loss from corn
|i spoilage, and locusts and droughts are other disadvantages,
I'
jj
Because of the location of this region along the Pavina it has
ji
jj
the advantage of cheap water trt^nspar tation. A crop that com-
|i petes ith corn is flax, its groi'^fth extending on bo1ii sides of
li
i; the Pavana River. Its drought and heat-resistant qualities
make it an admerable crop for tiie pampa. Yields are 20';o more
than in the United States. Its short tap root creates a heavy
drain upon the fertility of the top soil and its liability to
disease favors its culture on range land because land is cheap
1 and nay be easily abandoned.
I.IIIISRAIS . Argentina suffers a serious haidicap in almost total
absence of coal and iron. It has only one important oil field,
that of Chubut, which is worked by the government. North cen-
tral Argentine has some tur^sten and there are some
10.
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unprofitable deposits of gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in
the mountains of the v/est "because of inadequate transport
facilities. The western arid sections have small quantities of
salt, borax and antimony.
K^xlIUI'-ACTUR IITG; . Reflecting its natural resources, Argentina
is essentially a producer of primary products of farm and ranch.
The manufactures of sugar, wine, packed meats, quebracho ex-
tract, flour and dairy extracts v/hich are products of the country
are simple in process. Other occupations are: v/ool v/ashing,
leather tanning, petroleuin refining, cotton ginning and cotton
j
and -.Toolen textile making. Other more complex manufactures in
vvhich imported materials are used have centered chiefly in
Buenos xn.ires. These are: shoes, hats, glass, cottons, woolens
and furniture. Under rjrotection of a high tariff, candy, soap,
tobacco products, m.atches, brick and wood products are m.ade.
The cost of m.anufacturing is generally higher than in the older
Industrial countries, native raw m^aterials com.prise 71^ of
the raanufa cture s
•
In order of rank the manufactures are (1) meat refriger-
ation, (2) flour -.iilling, (3) woolen, cotton, silk manufactures
and (4) boat and shoe industry.
GhlLEAlI VALLEY
The Chilean Valley extends approximately from 33° to 43°^?.,
Situated between the coastal ranges of the west, which rise to
an average of 1,000 fee t, and the Andes to the east, that rise
to over 20,000 feet above the valley f loor^ has been filled by

j
alluvium from the two ranges to :{ive a variety of fertile
I
i soils. The topcgraphy is generally level to rolling in parts
i
I
with low hills and river valleys. One unfavorable physical
I
i
I
factor is the prevalence of earthquakes; the rate being an
r
1 average of two a day. The position of this region to the
j
west of the Andean barrier and in the soithwostem portion
i' of the continent has been a significant handicap. Isolation
I
!! though one of the factors retarding progress was conductive
i
j
to national unity.
I
The effect of the opening of the Panama Canal^has been
I to lessen the isolation from viiich the v;est coast had tradi-
Ij tionally suffered. Thus the distance from iJew York to Val-
i
paraiso has beon ait from 9,000 to 5,100 miles and thi^t to
j
Callao from 11,000 to 3,700. In the decade following tiie
i
I
opening of the Canal our trade vdth the west coast increased
160;b which represents but 120 million dollars in a total of
ii four billion; not too great an increase. It must be remembered
j
havever, that the ability of the people of this area to buy
I
! manufactured articles is limited. The canal has facilitated
j
I
the shipment of iron ore, nitrate, and copper to the United
1, States eastern seaboard.
,1
li
1 In the tQi years fo; lowing the Canal opening the total
\ expor tat ions from Chile increased SOO/o. The chief effect of
I
i
i the Canal on our trade v;ith the v/est coast has been to allov/
is a natural developiTBnt al'^ng v;ith the east coast. This ac-

fi
ii
ll
Ii
j
I cessibility has led to increased American investment in the
! west coast. It is significant to notice that American in-
i
I
vestments center in tb5 mining dGvoLoprasnts of liie continent,
!
I
j The fact that we have been enga^^ed in a similar expansion in
i
j
our ovm country aad have Ixiilt up a sMlled aid trained class
!
j of technician!:' ,with coital familiar v/ith the risks involved
i
I
aecaint in part for our devotion to this line of endeavor,
j
Another handicap is that of size. In a region comprising but
I
I
10/b or 28,981 square miles of the nation's area are grouped
1 nine-tenths of the population or 3,868,996 people. But becaus
of its snail extent of productive land ^ Chile's expansion is
necessarily limited.
I
!
I CLII£ATE . The northern two-ihirds of tiie valley has a Mediterr-
i
anean climate v^hile the south em Ihird comes under the
influence of cyclonic storms receiving year-round rain. In
I
the north^rain falls in winter while irrigation is necessary
I
through the summer months. Thus rainfall runs from 10 inches
! in the north to 50 indies in the south,
j
VEGETATIOH . Vegetation corresponds to the amoimt of rainfall,
i In the north the natural vegetation is drcij^t resistant
I
characterized by shrubs of hard small leaves and acacias,
I
Forests sre found at elevations of 2,000 to 7.500 feet on the
j
I
Andes slopes, descending into the valley southward so that
I
south of 38^ SouthtV\e^ occupy: the valley floor where the
j
land is not cleered for farms. The wealth of the southern

forests has given rise to a growing lumber industry.
aCtRICULTURB Production for domestic cons-uinption is the
primary end of agriculture in the Central Valley. As a source
of export products the desert far outranks the Valley.
In the Llediterranean region are found tv;o-thirds of the
cultivated laixl of all Chile, 95% of the acreage in vineyards,
barley and corn plus 85^^ of the land sovm to alfalfa, lloreover
it produces 66% of the wheat and grazes much of the livestock,
yet only 12% of the land is in crops altnough a possible 75%,
may be classed as pasture consisting largely of brush hill land.
Conditions are ideal for irrigation: sloping alluvial
plains, ample supply of v/ater frorii streams of high Andes,
fertile soils well drained. Farmers build storage tanks for
the winter rains also.
'...heat is the principal crop of the valley and besides
supplying hone demands furnishes an export surplus. Favoring
conditions embrace; cool^ moist autumn, warm, moist^ sjjring
;
dry, hot, ripening and harvesting season; fertile soil and
freedom from diseases and pests. Corn is grown chiefly for foraJ^e
Barley grown in the northern end of the valley is a cash crop
and is grov/n near the large cities and chief ports, host of
the crop is used in the beer industry, though some goes to
foreign markets. Truck gardening is quite extensive. Four
crops a year being grown in the irrigated sections.
Fruit culture, a response to climate the sam.e as in
California, is quite im.portant. The long grov/ing season free
from extremes of heat or c old<" abundant sunshine, fertile well-

drained lands arfi irrigation favcr its developroent.
I
I
Grapes take iS'/b of the land in crops, ranking next to
ji
jj
wheat. The bulk of the crop goes into vines of various grades
Lemons, oranges, figs, apples, etc., are grown minly for loca^
use although the climate is ideal for dried fruit.
LIVii^BTOCIC . The raising of livestock is subordinate to crop
culture due to lack of suitable area. Sheep, goats, and mules
are an adaption to semi-arid, scrubby hill pastures. In early
spring, herds of cattle, horses and sheep move to mountain pas-
tures, whence they retum to the valley when the wnnter rains
allow forage growth in Ihe lavlands*
VEGLTATIOIJ. To the south, the cool summer and mild winter,
fairly long gro^/ing season, abundant precipitation, fertile
soil and gentle relief, favor cultivation of the hardier cereal^
vegetables and fruits. Of these, wheat, oats, and potatoes are
more important. Potatoes ,thus here form the staple food, while
oats become an export crop. The cooler, mcister climate makes
the apple dominant as a fruit and tiiis type of climate has
li given rise to a dairy industry in which the German populations
!
jj
about Valdivia and Puerto Montt have been the leaders,
S'orests in the south still cover approximately one-half
the land. Rainy .eather and vyet soil make transport oiff timber
out of the forest difficult. H a/ever, Chilean lumber is dis-
placing the Douglas fir of the United States in the raark--ts
of the country.
ffixJERALS. The principal deposits of coal in So-;.th America are
found just 0 tside of Conception. They supply one-half of the
•1
f3
domestic consumption for though the sub-biturainous coal is
suitable for use on railv;ays and steamships, it does not make
good coke. In addition the case of handling petroleum to be
used in the mining plants of the north and the abundance of
potential water-power retard coal production. Because of
difficulties of transportation in the rugged Andes outside
of copper there is little m.ining production in this region.
I.i- JTuTxi CTURII :
0
, Establisliments based largely on the rawstuffs
of agriculture and forests are numerous flour mills, breweries,
textiles, furniture, tanneries, and shoe factories. There are
some 7,000 industrial plants employing more than 80,000 hands
but the average factory uses no more than 20 hands. Santiago,
Valparaiso, Concepti<5'n and Valdivia near ^aw materials, power
and markets carry on tiie bulk of fabric ation .See.TABLE X.
PERUVIAN PLATEAU
Tliough this region has two-thirds of the people of the
country, the 4,100,000 persons prcd.uce scarcely one-fourth of
the national exports.
RELIEF
. The region consists essentially of a plateau, situated
between the East and Y.'est Cordilleras, averaging 12,000 feet
in elevation, cut through by numerous valleys with a third
range passing through the middle of it,
CLII,IATE
. Climate is of the zonal type before-mentioned with
rainfall depending on the location, ranging from. 10 to 50
inches so that irrigation is practised v.herever possible.
Temperature ranges at 12,500 feet from 43.5° to 51°. Days are

TABLE X.
GAICTULLY ELFLOYED ..QRISRS OF CHILE (1929)
NITRATE INDUSTRY 61,000
COPPER INDUSTRY 19,000
GOAL INDUSTRY 12,000
MANUFACTURES 110,000
AGRICU'LTU'RE 160,000
RAIL.;AYS 36,000
OFFICE AND GOlliJERCIAL jORKERS 402,000
P. A. Carlson - G-eograpliy of Latin .jraerlca, P. 127.
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warm, nights cold.
I
VSGETATIOH . S^irubs and iDunch grass grow over ma da of "liie
I
I
plateau so that great areas are iminhabi ted except for the
' occasional miners or shepherds; "ttie tola "bash, a resinous
j
j
shrub> illavata, a v/oody moss and llama Chips provide meager
I
I
ij fuel resources.
I
AGRICULTURE. Host of the population is concentrated in the
I
terraced ve.lle^'Q sunk below the plc-teau floor. Production
primarily for local use is tie aim of Sierra agriculture.
V/ork is difficult at these altitudes but the Indian prefers
this region to tiie hot coastal lands and interior montana
where he ctuickly sickens and dies. Products ^nd crops vary
from the tropic Vblle^' throigh 1he temperate altitudes. Corn
is one of the staples being- cultivated to an elevation of
11,000 feet. .Vheat.thou^ producing crops at 13,000 feet, does
not ripen well at that altitude. Thon^ none is grovm in the
coastal desert, a very small amoint moves in that direction
due to snail total production and expense of transport.
Barley, bec£!U. e of adj^ tabilit y t c cold and poor land, becomes
one of the main crops from 12,000 to 14,000 feet.
A small-grained cereal ctlled Ciuinoe
,
whose grain is
![
approximately the size of the mustard seed, thrives at this
I
j! altitude and is put to a variety of uses. The loaves flavor
11
xieed, i. 'CliiiBtalcgic al Date for i^io^^hern sld ,«'estern
Tropical South America," Honthly ..eatnor r.cviow
Supplement iJo. 31, 19 28.

soups and stev/s, the grains are made mto a bread of
reisarkalDle keepirg pov.<ers, tiie a^es of Ihe burned stems
are chewed with cocoa leaves, the universal drug of the
highlands.
The potato, here as in the Bolivian highlands, is one
of the main staples at high altitudes. The Irwer irrigated
valleys and the coastal lands produce the cotton and sugar
that represent 50% value of 1he Peruvian exports. This area
consists of the valleys C3f some 55 rivers that flow to
the Pacific end #iich are used for irrigation purposes,
During the dry season,about half fail to reach the
sea. ThoT3^ on the average the coastal plain is bat 30
to 40 miles wide this sr ea is the most important part of
Peru. Besides the export crops of cotton and sugar, it
contains tlie most important oil field of ".estern South
America. The rest of Peru supplies little to the outside
world except minerals and wool.
LIVESTCCSE: . Most of the cattle are raised on large ranches
v\hose owners live in Lima, They nunb er about one and
a half million inferior arlmals raised for Peruvian mar-
kets while the hides axe exported. The raising of sheep
for wool is 1he outstanding industry of the southern
plateau.
i
The cool dry climate is favoraole and the ahsence
of burr-bearing plants coakes a clean wooA. There axe
more than 8,000,000 sh9ep and govemrent help could
sho'v a great expension. llamas aad cclpecas are es-
tinEted at 700,000 and 1,400,000 respectively.
There are three types of pasture: (1.) the alfalfa
pastures of the valleys, (E.) drier portions and
swampy tracts of the pampas, (5.) the cold danp p/raaa).
lUITIITG. The richest sc^uirces of mineral -vvealth in Peru
have probably not been tupped. Development awaits
better conditions of transport. Today, outside of
oil, 90;o of the minerals mined in Peru comes from the
region along the Central Rail Road and its extension to
Cerro de Pasco. Besides representing copper, one-fourth
of her exports in value, Peru is a heavy producer of
silver, much of which is mined as a copper by-product.
It possesses the richest known deposits of vanadium in
0
the world. G-old, lead, and zinc are also produced. The
famous Gerro de Pasco workings at an elevation of 14,400 F^"t
nialre it entirely dependent on native labor. The altitude
causes v/hite technical labor to go dovm to the coast at inter-
vals to recuperate.
Goal is found in several valleys but exploitation is
limited by inaccessibility. The total value of Peru»s mineral
^90 million, annual production.
MAIIUI''i.CTUrvIirG . The most advanced industry is that of textiles
Quzco having three v/oolen mills. The factors mentioned above
will definitely limit m.anufacturing.
CGLOLiBIAlI PLATEAU
Though caaprising but one-fourth of its total area of
440,846 square miles, most of the population of 8,368,540 of
Golombia are concentrated in the highland area,
RELIEF . From the southern border of Colombia, the Andes, in
extending north, break into throe ranges. The region about
Bogot^, an erosional plateau tableland of some 150 miles v;ide
by 300 miles long, is the most densely populated region of
Golombia. Located at an altitude of 8,600 feet, the elevation
gives a temperate climate under similar conditions as that
of the Brazilian Highlands. Tlie rugged complex character of
the relief produces within 8° of the equator to almost every
temperature zone of the globe.
CLII.IATE
. Thus, the following terjiperature zones have been
1t
12
~~
distinguished. Llean annual
teraperature
.
o 0
Tropical Zone Sea level to 5,000 ft. 75 -85
o o
Temperate Zone " " 3,000 - 6,000 " 65 -75
north Temperate " " 6,000 - 10,000 " 65^-54^
Tundra Zone " " 10,000 - 15,000 " 54^-43°
Polar Zone " " 13,000 f 43°-
The re£jion about Bogota receives about 45 inches of rain
during two v/et seasons of April- I.Iay- June and October -
November - December,
VEQETATIOIT . The vegetation as is to be expected conforms to
the temperature zones. It ranges from the steaming jungle
of the tropical zone to the sparse grasses of the tundra area.
AGRICULTuRg . Coffee is the leading cor.r.iercial crop of Colombia
as it is of Brazil, Llost of it is grown on the Andes slopes
at altitudes from. 3,000 feet to 6,500. Since the climate varfcs
fromi place to place, coffee harvesting goes on throughout the
year. An effect of the rugged relief is seen in the prevalence
of sm^all f arr;is , most Colombian Coffee being grovm on farms
that produce 55 to 50 bags or less a year. T],le rugged upland
makes the cost of transport from the interior to the coast
five to ten times as great as the ocean freight to the United
States
•
•^C. F. Jones - S outh Amer i c
a
. 579-80.
tc
Colombians coffee crop is about only one-fourtli as large
.as that of Brazil but it con?j;iands a higher price in world
13
markets. Most of the agriculture is mountain agriculture
carried on crudely under severe handicaps. Sugar constitutes
an important crop in all sections of the region up to 6,000
feet, liiost of the sugar is used locally in an unrefined form
termed panela. Tobacco to the extent of Oo53,000 export is
raised. Temperate crops as corn, wheat, barley and root crops
are produced on the higher elevations.
LIVESTOCK . The animal industry is well developed as shov/n by
14
the following figujres.
Cattle 7,592,000
Sheep 831,000
Goats 518,000
Swine 1,545,000
Horses ,;,.ules ,Asses 1,667,000
MII^ERALS . This region v/ould be a great mining center but
difficulties of transportation are too great.
Placer gold to tlie amount of about ^5, 000, 000 is mined
yearly. Coal is mined about Lledellin and used locally to
supply industry. Iron ore exists in several places but is
produced only on a small scale.
^^F.A. Carlson, Geography of Latin America, P. 376,
^^Ibid. p. 377.
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MANUFACTURIITG. The chief center is about Medellin, there
being about forty good- sized manufacturing establishments
consisting of cotton and woolen m.ills, four iron works, shoe
factories, ice plants, soap, candy, bottle factories and
brev^eries. As the market is restricted, this activity occupies
the attention of only a small part of the population,
ECUADOREAN PLiiTEAU
The highland area between the Andes of Ecuador in sharp
distinction to the rest of the Andean plateau is unique in that
mining plays practically no part in the development of this
region,
RELIEF, Mountain spurs divide it into nuiiierous basins into
which rivers have cut deep valleys, the slopes of which are
used for farming and grazing,
CLIMATE, The elevation of 7,000 to 10,500 feet provide a
favorable climate that causes three-fourths of the total
population of 2,646,641 people to live here. Precipitation
varies over m.ost of the area between 40 and 50 inches. The
same temperature climatic zones of the Colombian plateau are
found here
.
AGRIGULTURS. The all-important activity is ap;riculture . This
is tlie granary of the country; growing wheat, barley, corn,
beans, and potatoes and here graze the animals used to feed the
population. The Pacific lov/lands supply practically all the
exports and between the two geographic regions a complem.entary
exchange of products takes place. Irrigation, '-cp poo.3i":I^^
Ii
is practiced wherever possible hit agricultural methods
are primitive.
The coastal lov;land area about the Gulf of Suaya-
uuil with but 700 ec'uare miles in cacao cultivation of
a total area of 171,^87 supplies 30 to Z5)o of the value
of the countries exports. The prosperity of the country
depends on this one crop. ITational revenues are small
averaging about 12 million dollars less than those of
Providence, R. I* This means that any factors affecting
cacao production seriously affects the economy of the
country. The last decade has vdtiiessed an increasing
production in other areas of the world, notably the
Gold Coast, lligeria and Brazil. Thus improvements in
the country progress ^1 owly so that the majority of the
people live cn a low economic plane.
I.IAIIUF .' CTUR IIJG
.
Quito produces various textiles and pre-
pared foods but the larger pa:t of the population provides
for its ovjn needs.
BCLIVIAII PLATEAU
HELIEff . Host of this plateau lies over 10,000 feet and
is moderately level. It is 3d0 miles long and varies
from 40 to 60 miles -ade. Soils aare generally stony
§re only moderately productive. The valleys that
are sunk below plateau are the important areas of this
II
region,
CLirATS . The cliiiEts is disagreeable, the hi^ altitude
and thin air rescilts in great loss of the san*s heat hy
ni^t, causing great diurnal changes. The annual rain-
fall does not exceed 25 inches of rain but fortunately
comes during- the warm deason,
VEGETAT I on . Bushes and grasses as a result of 1heso
conditirns form Ihe chief vegetation so that grazing is
the main occupation of the Indians of the plateau.
At least of the population live on the uplands, -^bout
10)0 live on the plateau as nlners ani shepherds, the
other 70% live in th e fertile valleys just below the
plateau floor and engage in agriculture.
AQHiajLTURIi: . The wide diversity of climates permits all
agricultural products to be grovai within an area of a
fev; miles. Though most of the population is engaged in
agriculture, mudi food is imported, LTethods are not
advanced and the Indian is stubbornly conservative in
his ideas, a stubbornness born of

isolation. The factors of soil and climate make the potato the
staff of life, l^nei^ are as many as 184 varieties growing to a
height of 14,500 feet. Barley, a similar response to environ-
ment, grows up to 14,000 feet.
LI\r-]STQCK . The most important animal is the Llama, the "camel
of the iindes", serving as a beast of "burden and a source of
wool, fuel, meat, bone and leather. Other animals include the
sheep and the Alpaca. Lodem methods in care and breeding are
unheard of
.
MIKERjiLS . Tliough less than 10/^ of the people are engaged in
mining, its products constitute nine -tenths of the exports of
the country. Tlie export of tin alone comprises about 75^,; of
the m.ineral export. Other minerals produced are zine, silver,
copper, lead, antimony, and tungsten. Greater production of
the other minerals would be possible with better facilities of
transportation. Lining is carried on under difficulties of
high altitude, labor scarcity ^{f or because of high altitude
only natives can be usec^, high cost of fuel and supplies so
that there is a restriction to the richest ones for exploita-
tion.
MANUFACTURIIIG . Except for elementary manufacturing the region
has practically no manufacturing. Hot only has the region no
fuel but a large variety of raw materials are unavailable,
tand tho liv-ing viewer of the Indian corresponds with his
standard of i5ur chasing.

AMAZON BASHJ
Passing fromlilie con^ dorati on of the factors causing the
foregoing regions to be the comparatively more densely populated
areas of South America a similar inquiry into the factors af-
fecting the sparsely populated areas shov; a diversity of
elements in operation. Thus for the Amazon Basin, geographic
conditions of relief and climate make this region one c£ the
sparsely populated areas of South AnK3rica.
RELIEP. This region lies between the Guiana highlands and
Orinoco divide on th e north and headwaters of Lladeira and
Brazilian Plateau on the so i.th. It incltides -file lower east
Andes slope up to 5,000 or 6,030 feot. Except for the elevate
western belt it lies under 1,000 feet and 1he greater part
under 500 feet. About lO/o of the lowland area is in flood
plains known as varzea. The hijier sections above flood level
are the places whore the scattered settlements are located.
Behind the alluvial plains are the upland plains. Abciit 90/b
of the basin is made up of upland plain. Only a small portion
of its surface has imperfect drainage.
CLIIIATE. Almost all the land receives more than 60 inches of
rain. In the west, rainfall is heaviest with more than 125
inches annually, it decre<ises to the east but is greater on th^
coast than on the central portion.
Hero is a greater range in temperature between night and
day than between reasons. Thus 1he daily range is more than
27 OF from 80 ^ or 90 ^ to a drop to 60° at Manaos in the heart bf
I
^^'^ Shanaloan, p. 82
I
\^9r Carlson, p. 878
tter :

the Amazon region. The hottest month of January shows an
0
average temperature of 81 F, tne coolest month of June averages
o
a temperature of 77 F, The high rainfall and sheltering
forest produce a huraidity of 80^- or over. xiS a result of these
conditions respiratory and rheuiaatic ailments are coirjraon. The
Anapheles mosquito is prevalent with resultant 1,'alaria, These
factors with improper food result in a population susceptible
to disease. Fevers of various kinds are caimion as are
ulcerations due to uniiealthy blood.
VEGETATIOIT . The great forests of this region are its great
natural resource but at the same time present the major
obstacle to progress. Even v/ith adequate transportation ex-
ploitation is difficult because trees of one kind do not grow
in stands but are scattered. Also the dei.sity of m.any trees
cause them to sink in "water so that they must be floated on
rafts. A'est and in the lee of the Guiana highlands the dry
season is pronounced enough to produce savanna conditions.
The soils of this region are fertile v/hen cleared but must be
abandoned at the end of three years because of lost fertility
due to leaching of the soil by the heavy rainfall.
xiGPIICuLTURE . Crops are grown for local subsistence only. They
comprise sugar-cane, cacao, cassava, corn, rice and various
fruits. Cotton, Cacao, and sugar could be greatly expanded
but this growth will be slow. The possibilities of plantation
culture of various tropical prod.ucts as far as natural con-
ditions are concerned, are satisfactory but an unstable
government policy, poor labor supply, and nmnerous taxes hindei

this development. This statement refers to tlie eastern Andes sic
The rubber production of Brazil is but bf} of the total
world production. The Ford Company in 1927 started a rubber
plantation GOO miles from Belem. If this should be successful,
it should be a forerunner of other enterprises of similar
character ."^^
The lumber industry because of the follov/ing reasons has
not developed as greatly as v/ould be expected. (1) "tiiG -bJoods
are chiefly hardwoods suitable for furniture and cabinets but
not for general purposes. (2) Their qualities are unlmown, (3)
Trees are so widely diversified; large orders are difficult to
fill. (4) Logging problems. (5) High transport costs. (6)
Scarce and inferior labor. In fact, much pine is imported
yearly from, the United ^itates and lloi'way.
Food and oil nuts of various kinds and uses are found
throughout the region but any development of tlie region must
have sufficient capital to bach up the project.
LIVESTOCK. Cattle -rearing is carried on in the savanna region
of the Rio Branco basin and on Llarajo Island at the mouth of
the Araazon. The development could be larger but there is no
market
•
Insect life in the interior is plentiful and pestiferous
both to man and beast: i.iosquitos, flys, spiders, ticks, tar-
antulas, beetles, termites of all kinds. Som.e are a menace to
^ Ford Landia, Brazil
.
-Bulletin of Pan-American Union
67 : 4-15 - 1933.
"
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healtli but raost are simply annoyers. Because of tangled
vegetation most of the animal life is tree life as monkeys,
birds of all kinds, cats of several varieties.
MAITUFACTURIITG . From its character this region is as yet^
limited to production of primary products v;ith such handcrafts
as are necessary to supply the individuals v/ith the essentials
of food, clothing and shelter.
ORINOCO BaSIIT
This rer-ion is a grass covered plain of 120,000 square
miles. Lying between the Venezuelan Andes and the Guiana Higli-
lands, it has the advantages over the interior plains of:
proximity to sea, better climate, easier com.munication.
RELIEF . The plains comprise an almost level surface comparable
to the Argentine pam.pa. iioils vary from: gravels near mountains
le
to clays farther away. To the north low m.esas break the relief.
CLILATE . Though soil and relief favor agriculture, climate
definitely limits it. In winter, .^.pril to October, the annual
rain comes - 30 to 50 inches. In summer - November to i.iarch,
occurs the dry season of terrific heat and drought.
VEGETATI ON » The drought causes bunch grasses to be dominant.
Only along river courses do trees grow.
AGRICULTURE . Farming is little developed, generally. The
chief food is meat and crops are raised for subsistence only.
Along the northern m.argin vjith irrigation, corn, cotton, rice
^^iL. ... Shanahan, South .Jiierica, p.
I
cassava and vegetables grow but insect pests, high temperatures,
high humidity and meagre transport discoLirage fanning.
LIVSoTOCK. Though the llanos have the advantages of grass
coverage and being nearer to Europe than Argentina by a full
v/eek, certain disadvantages have hindered full development of
this region. During the flood season many cattle drown or
starve to d.eath. After the flood recedes, sv/amps spread
disease. Then the tick appears. Aith the dry season the
grass becomes hard and un-nutritious . The cattle are then
moved to alfalfa pasture near the ;mdes and then driven over
the Andes to the coast. Lack of transportation routes hinder
development so that cattle must be driven long distances to
market. The major outlet is through the coastal range pass to
Puerto Cabello. Others^ to Barcelona and Quanta. The major
obstacle, however, is the result of unsettled political con-
ditions. Civil v/ars have decimated the number of cattle time
and again as has also disease.
OCCUrA-TIOIIS . The major occupation is livestock raisinp;. The
collecting of balata rubber and Tonka beans from along the
valley of the Orinoco and its tributaries and egret plumes
from the birds that live in the swamplands also form minor
occupations
.
chilsaii desert
This region, lying between the coastal mountains which
rise 4,000 to 6,000 feet, and the interior Andes rising to an
average elevation of 15,000 feet, is one of the m.ost complete
€
deserts of the world. Stretching along the coast from 50°
South to 1iie Pemvian barder, in a field some 500 miles Icng
and within, on an average, 25 ixdles of the sea, the nearest
15 miles, the farthest 90, lie the nitrate and copper deposit^
vjhich are the raison d'etre of this region.
RELIEF . The surface is a level to<^gently rolling one of sands,
gravels, bare rock ridges anil pebbles.
CLIIIATE. Aridity is the striking factor being in the region oi
S. E. Trades. Annual precipitation nowhere exceeds 10 inchee
IquivLue records an average of one day of rain a year. Temper-
atures run from 80^ to 90 in suimner, giving mean monthly
averages above 50°F. v^ith small annual range. Intense insol-
ation and rapid radiation cause a marked change between day
and night terrperatures. Of the many streams that flov/ down
the eastern flanks of the mountains less than a half-dozen
reach the Pacific, disappearing in the porous plains or
evaporating in the dry air. In the winter fcg may blanket the
land due to v/armer sea air coming in contact m th the cooler
land.
.'.n-EICULTTlRE . The desert though ombracirig 40% of the land area
of Chile has only 5/a of the irrigated area and 7.9/0 of tlie
pasture land, nine-tenths of which is brush hill land. Of the
region as a v;hole, only .02>o graws crops and only 2,5% support^
pasture. The ©as£s though serving as nuclei for the growth of
17
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-jgates of the Continents, p. 316T„ Kendrevy, G, J., Clii
.17a Carlson,
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population are not necessary to the life of the region. The
magnitude of the raining operations could easily dispose of the
problems of labor and food if there were no oases near. These
oases consist of small isolated valleys and piedmont bases
producing a variety of crops for local consumption ivitli a
small surplus for neighboring mining camps and ports, in some
cases providing stopping places for traffic aa^lglss the land.
Alfeifa and corn grow on m.uch of the cultivated area;
fruits are also gro\m. In Tocna olives, figs, sugar-cane,
cotton, dates, and citrus fruits are grov/n. Alfalfa leads
in acreage, serving as forage for the cattle, mules, horses
and asses of the mines and oases. Corn, grov/n on one-fourth
the acreage of Alfalfa, is used as food for the natives and
livestock. G-rapes are also important. However, the greater
part of food supplies corner from the central valley farming
region to the south.
IIII-III'IG . The nitrates and copper produced in this region
c emprise more than three-fourths of the value of Chilean ex-
ports. The condition of these tv/o industries determines the
economic health of the nation. Besides these, this region
produces borax, iodine, salt, iron, gold, and silver in
significant quantities.
o o
NITRATES. The region of exploitation runs from 19 to 26 South
It lies at altitudes from 4,000 to 9,000 feet in an irregular
belt from 5 to 40 miles v/ide . The beds are not continuous
and range from a few inches to 8 or 10 feet in thickness. A
bed of 4:0% nitrate is a rich bed. The bed may be above or
•L^bvaiitbeGk:. R.,p, 170

belov/ the ground.
The origin of the beds is uncertain but has been
connected v/ith scant exterior drainage and the extreme dryness
of the air v;hich has had the added effect of preserving the
19
beds after origin.
About 61,000 v/orkers are concerned in the production of
tvjo to three million tons yearly, va3.ued at 100 to 125 million
dollars, (see Table X. ) • Of 60 or 70 companies, five produce
85 to 90fo of the nitrate, ..ater used in reducing the raw
nitrates must be piped from the ;jides, a hundred miles or more
av/ay. All supplies outside of rock, gravel and sand must be
shipped in from the coast.
Ih-reatening to the nitrate industry has been the rise in
other countries of synthetic means of obtaining nitrates.
Steps tov/ard consolidation and reduction of taxes have been
taken in an effort to safeguard tne natioi^s industry.
COPPP:]R, From 1913 to 1929 Cnile's share in world production
ranged from 58^ to 23;o. Though modern production of nitrates
dates from. 1880, that of copper began in 1915, under stimulus
of the world '..'ar and technical improvements utilizing low
grade ore. The industry is chiefly controlled by /iraerican
capital, three ^'vraerican companies producing about 90^j of the
total. Chile ranks second to the United States in world
^^ C. F. Jones, South ^jnerica , p. 163^
^^ loc. cit.
e
production. In 1929 its production reached 516,813 metric tons
of fine copper.
Electrical power generated on the coast v/ith oil from
California and northern Peru is transmitted by wire to the
workings, La'oor comes from Central Chile and surrounding
countries; food from the Central Valley, from the plains of
Eastern Bolivia and Northern Argentina v/hich supply beef on
20
the hoof.
As a by-product of nitrate production, Chile monopolizes
the production of iodine. Regulation is necessary to command
a price for this product. Borax and common salt are obtained
from old lake beds in the region.
MAITUFA CTUR IITG . Activity is limited to those processes con-
nected v/ith mining and the hoif.e industries,
SOUTHERN CHILE
A long list of handicaps make this region unfavorable
for hunan settlement. Rugged relief, too heavy rainfall and
snov/fall, dense forest, infertile soils, scant animal life,
ragged coastline and stormy seas dominate this area. Only in
the southeast does the relatively gentle relief, moderate
rainfall steppe vegetation and more fertile soil allov/ habita-
tion. The ocean affords the only means of coimnunication.
Ibid
.
. pp. 158-161.

In Tierra del Fuego definite evidence of the effect of
this region's geography on its native inliabitants was the
wretched conditions they lived in. Ill-clothed, because of
lack of suitable materials, subsisting chiefly as fishermen,
the harsh climate and the low cultural status of the natives
combined to produce a frightful infant mortality and therefore
to repress population, Cannibalism, within the clan was indulged
21
in at the imperious dictates of mid-v/inter hunger.
RELIEF . For about a thousand miles from Puerto 'Irtotitfe this
region consists of the heavily forested slopes of the Andes
and the associated islands. Few strips of lowland exist. The
coast is of the fiord type, similar to southern Alaska. The
slopes are deeply eroded by stream and glacial action,
presenting a rugged though scenic relief.
CL Ii,.AT5 . Rainfall over much of the area exceeds 80 inches so
that the sky is cluudy mxuch of the time; cool penetrating winds
enervate m.an and beast and continuously fairly low temperatures
prevail. To the south there is lighter precipitation which
with the powerful winds favor grasslands.
VEGETATIOII . Though forests cover most of the region, only along
the Straits of iaagellan does nearness to the sea pemnit ex-
ploitation. To the south the vegetation becomes scrubbier,
changing finally to the grasslands.
E. C. Semple - influences of Geographic Snvironmentj. p. 465.

LIVIiMSTOCK . The evenly distributed rains provide good
pastj^ura.^e throughout the year and ample water supplies, a
light snowfall permits winter grazing, the uniformly low tem-
perature favorsthe growth of v.'ool of fine texture and low
specific gravity; after rains the strong winds quickly dry
damp areas with moist grass-covered surfaces, and no dust or
burs collect in the fleece. In return, however, severely cold
snow-storms may kill thousands of sheep.
The controllers of the industry are British ovmers, while
the herders are chiefly t3cotsmen, .Telsh, Germans and half-
breeds. V.'hitbeck and Thomas in tneir book, "The Geographic
Factor," use this region as an illustration of their thesis
of Place, People and Tim.e Geography;". They hold that:
"the struggle for economic well-
being is shaped by three major
factors. Q.) the opportunities
which the environment furnishe s.
('2) the racial characteristic's
of the people and (o) the stage
01 culture at which they are
living
.
Thus, though these lands had alv/ays been suitable for the
raising of sheep, it v;as not until Europeans who had the
necessary Imowledge of how to care -(biP sheep, started tlie
industry at a time when transportation facilities provided a
means of carrying the products to market that a developmxent
of those lands could take place.
iiGRICULTbTih . Agriculture is necessarily restricted by con-
ditions to the hardier vegetables grown in a few sheltered
areas. Host of the food comes from the valley of Chile.

It is interesting to note that Magallanes, even iiiou^
entirely ChileaQj bocaus e c£ its geographic suitability, is
made use of b;, the Argentine section as mach as by the Chile ar(
In some years as mch as dO/o of the wool and meat exports of
Magall^es are Argentinian. Though tti e suggestion that perhap
in some distant age political science will have so far advan-
ced as to delineate poliisic^J. boundaries along geographical
lines, has been advanced, this seems impossible since geo-
graphical and economic boundaries do not coincide.
PATAGOiJIA
Patagonia, which means "big feet" comprises one-third of
Argentina but much of the land is still unknown.
RELIEF . The region comprises a series of plateaus whose
altitude varies from a few hundred feet near the coast to
5,000 feet inland. Streams aid wind have eroded the plateau
to give it a rugged laidscap : while the western portion has
glacial features. In the extreme western area between the
plateau and the Andes and south of the latitude of Lake lla-
huel-Huapi lies a sub-Andine trough v/hich affords relatively
extensive plains, lake-strev/n but cov'sred with grasses,
CLII^TE. Except in the far south, the sub-Andine trou^ .gnd
also the Cordillera, the region is semi-arid to desert
receiving less than 8 inches of rain amually. This is the
rain-shadov/ of the westerly winds of the Pacific. Gold
winters and short cool summers prevail. Southward, the lo ;er
Andes and tapering continent allow ocean winds to penetrate
inland,, giving a cool, moist and windy climate, with le,ss^3ran|e

of teniiDerature than in the drier north. To the south the
rainfall rises to 10 and 20 inclies^ coming in drizzles \.-ith
cyclonic storms. In western Patagonia, the Andes cause a
hi.^her rainfall of oC to 60 inches, much of v;hich falling as
snovv causes a high mortality in the flocks of sheep.
Tlie v/inds, indispensaole for the windmills lift clouds of
dust which at tim.es stifle man and beast and seriously damage
the place of the anim.als
.
V3;G-ST-.TI0II . This varies with the climate. In the west the
heavier rains allow forest growth. In the sub-xindine trough
this grades into stepp6 and grasslands that support both
cattle and sheep. To the east, the vegetation becomes sparser
and of less utility, changing to Imnch grass. There has been
little exploitation of the forest resources of the imdes slope
because of the capital required and the great transportation
difficulties involved.
AG-RIGULTULiE . Coldness in the south and aridity in the north,
combine with the need of a product of high value per vmit of
bulk to keep sheep-grazing the dominant industry. Crop pro-
duction becomes possible only in the less cool but more arid
regions of Chubut. numerous valley bottoms under irrigation
furnish wheat, rye, and potatoes enough for the local popu-
lation and shepherds of uLie tableland. In the trough region
only in the deepest valleys is it warm enough to support crops.
The valley of the IGth of October, headv/aters of the i:io
Chubut, is the most important of these with 70,000 acres
devoted chiefly to wheat because of the isolation of the
•i
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territory. Garden vegetables and fruits are also grown.
LII'ESTOCK; Patagonia has one-fourth of the sheep of the
country and supplies one-half the wool e:'ports. From 8 to 10
acres are needed to support one sheep in the north. Ftirther
south this acreage is reduced by more than half. In tne sub-
ixndine region better conditions allov/ cattle -raising but this
has not developed very much.
I.IIHERALS. Sorie coal has been found in the Cordillera but
distance makes it of little value at present.
Petroleui'.i , of much importance to fuel-less Argentine has
been produced at Comodora Rivadavia near the coast in South-
east Chubut. xs.1though it furnished but one-third of national
needs it is important.
IlIDUSTAY. There have been free zing-worhs erected at
Itlagallanes, Qallego, St. Julian and Deseado. A shoe factory
using local leather has been established at Aagallanes,
The Gran Chaco
Like the Parapa the G-ran Chaco is a part of the Parana-
Paraguay Plain, It compriSGs soiae 150,000 square miles and
is located between the Brazilian Highland and the outlying
ranges of the Andes to the east and west respectively. On
the north it is bordered by the Chi quit os Plateau and on the
south merges into the Pampa
.
RELIEF The region is lowlying with few elevations thus raach
of it is swampland,
SOILS Soils vary in fertility. IJear the rivers Ihey arc
—rieh^beinfc renewed by yfin-riy floodin^c. To the west the soils
(J
become saline. G-reat sues v;ill have to "be expended on drain-
age, v/ells, and water storage tanks before the potential ag-
ricultural wealth can be made availabe. The long dry season
places an obstacle in the v;ay of the use of the better drained
areas whereas the lowland areas are periodically flooded.
The strata are hcrizontal so springs are rare. The strata
of hard clays explain the existence of sv/ampland as they form
an impervious layer tiirough which the waters percolate very
slowly.
CLII.IATE The climate is a subtropical one with a v/inter dry
season that makes sources of good drinking water important.
Rainfall varies from 20 inches annually on the v/est to more
than 50 to the northeast. The mean summer temperature avera-
ges above 77
VEr^ETATIOIT The vegetation consists of forests, swamp and
prairie intermingled in response to differences in rainfall
and soil conditions.
The quebracho industry is located along the Parana'' and
Paraguay rivers because the heaviness of the logs makes cheap
transport a necessity. Since the logs are rich in tannic acid,
used in taming leather this resource is quite important.
Shipments total about 12 million dollars yearly and represent
60^0 of the value of exports.
Penetration of this region first came from the v^est when
herders from the northwestern oases took advantage of the
Chaco grasses. However, this industry has several difficulties!
1c
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to hamper it. Ticks that infest the cattle, poor comiminication
the dry vdnters, hostile Indians and isolation must prevent
rapid development.
To the south American cotton has been introduced with
some success. Labor is cheap, taxes are lov/ and the govern-
ment extends help. The chief pest is the locusts which at
times do great damage. Another disadvantage is lack of ade-
quate transportation as there are only tY«/o short lines of rail
extending into the region.
Thou^ there mgy be a greater development of this region
the physical conditions will necessarily keep this area one of
sparse population.
EL CHACO BOHg'.L To the north of Pilcomays River is the dis-
puted section of the Chaco, cause of bloodshed between Para-
guay and Bolivia. Both countries having lost territory to
other countries vdsh to retain this area. Paraguay's chief
concern seeae to be the development of the que'Sl.bracho resources
while Bolivian interest is centered in the oil development and
a waterway to the Atlantic. The Armistice signed in July, 1936
ended the strife but later indications showed mutual dissatis-
faction. One commentator observes that in ':I1 probability,
' Argentina v/ill oventTially absorb the region^ since she possesses
i
the capital and population neces. ary to develop it.
Besides the natural disadvantages of the region anctiier
factor that keeps density of population Iovj is that no one
wishes to purchase- land whose title may be invtilidated with
0
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the next turn of events,
THE MCNTE
,;est of the pumpa lie the arid plains and mountains that
compose one-fourth of the area of Argentina. Scarcely any-
where is the belt less than 100 miles wide and in the north
it is maich wider.
HELISg The alluvial plains at the feet of the mountains from
the important areas of this region. ^^Tiere the streams furnish
water for irrigation ha»e grown up the oases that characterize
the region.
CLIOTE Lying on the leevmrd side of the Andes and partly in
the dry horse latitudes it is a region of little, rainfall and
large sections are desert or near desert. Differences in
latitude and the amount of water available have allov>/ed div-
ision of the zone of oaBes into three parts. In the north
where relatively abundant rains supplement irrigating waters
as at Jujuy, Salt a and TisiJicuman, ncro sugar is the ns-in crop.
In the provinces of Catamarca, La Hioja, and Cordoba as well
as Ju.iuy and Salta small irrigated patches producing diverse
products for a nearby population or for transient herders and
traders. The third type of irrigated zone - one of little rain
and intense sunshine - depends chiefly on the grapevine
Carlson, F., p. '^09
n*- v/hitbeck. R., p. E57

and temperate crops such as Son Jnan, Mendoza and San Rafael.
The chief product of eae?i|pasis mst "be able to stand the
expense of transport Buenos Aires which from Mendoza is
600 miles av\/ay and from Tucuraan 750 miles.
Rainfall for the whole area is everywhere less than 16
inches except to the north, Tucuman getting 37 inches. In-
tense daily heating- causes strong winds^ generally southern es^
that form sand dunes that are a menace to ailtivated margins
as they often cover them completely. Average month of tem-
peratures run from 47° to 77°, and minimum and maximum tem-
peratures recorded are respectively 2£° and 114 °P. Droughts
are a constant menace.
VEG£?ATIOIJ As a rv.le Argentina raises her own requirements
ini oane sugar, Tucuman province raising d5jo of the total.
The average consumption of sugar per person in Argentina is
70 pounds v/hile that per person in the United States is 100
pounds amually. Sugar planters here have tv/o handicaps:
droughts and occasional frost.
Besides cane vAiich occupies half the cultivated area
of 350,000 acres and corn which grows on one-fourth of the
land the major crops are alfalfa and rice. Fruits and to-
hacco also furnish a large income to the oasis; as do pine-
apple.
Salta and Jujuy on the whole have the same econon^- as
Tucuman except that these stations are more important in the
mule and cattle traffic to distant mountains and desert

markets
•
The o&s£s centering about Mendosa are devoted to grape
cultivation, this region producing 75>o of the v/ine niade in
Argentina or about 100 millions gallons. This output is v;orth
about 40 millions of dollars.
More than half the land of Argentina receives too little
rainfall to be cultivable without irrigation so that govern-
ment development of irrigation should bring an important
amount of land into cultivation.
MiruiFACTURES Because of distance from the sea small-scale
industries siich as flour milling, manufactures of building
material and the like have arisen. Poverty of fuels hampers
these developments but hydro-electric power will alter the
case.
This area however will continue to suffer from, and be
limited in its development by 1) a paucity of arable land,
2) restricted water supply and 3) distance from market.
Because the region of irrigation is similar to their
native homes this region has no difficulty in attracting
Spanish and Italian immigrants to work in the grape and wine
areas.
Argentina leads in the acreage under irrigation with .
3,000,000 acres aoproximately .Chile and Peru rank next in
order with 2,458,000 and 1,000,000 respectively.
aj« Ibid. p. 258

-'j^he following figures shov/ the standings of the various
aU
regions in respect to the amount of acreage under irrigation.
Argentina 3 , 000 . 000
Chile 4 58. 000
Peru 1,000,000
British Guiana 100,000
Colombia 51,000
Brazil 1 OOO
Bolivia l|000
Ecuador 1,000
Dutch Guiana 1 OOO
Venezuela 1)000
ARGMTINE IIESCPOTAMIA
This region comprises 74,000 square miles, situated betwee:
the Parana and Uruguay Rivers. Despite the comparative ease
of transportation this is one of the less- developed regions of
Argentina. The "better areas of the Pampa have attracted settle
ment and until these areas are fully occupied this region vdll
not reach its fullest development.
RELIEF This mesopotamian region conf?ists chiefly of fluvial
deposits except for the hi^ii lands of Msiones which are a con-
tinuation of the Brazilian foothills. These deposits consist
of sands, clays and silts. The landscape is rolling with
valleys formed by the running waters giving a pleasing contrast
to that of the level pampa.
CLIlvIATE This is the best watered region of Argentina v/ith
rainfsll increasing from 40 inches to the south to more than
5UU.S. Trfide Promotion, Series No. 73, p. 32, 19£9
Jones, V.C,
,
p. 314

60 inches in the northeast. The high temperatures and high
humidity of the north are unattractive "but highland misiones
and the southern lowlands are comfortable.
VEGETATION In the north and south are extensive tracts of
grassland interrupted by great marshes. One in Corrientes
covers possibly 10,000 square miles. In the west are stands
of quebradad and similar Chaoo forms. In 'Ms i ones the high-
lands support valuable stands of Parana^ pine. On the margins
of the forest lie the natural aiid planted yerba mate stands
from which the famous tea is brewed. This is the leading
commercial product of the forests of this region.
AGRICULTURE Though corn, tobacco, peanuts and fruits occupy
a comparatively large acreage the chief crop is yerba mate
because conditions of soil and rainfall make this the only
region where it thrives while ether crops are more easily
grown in --ther regions. Subsistence farming is the rule.
LIVESTOCK- Because of abundance of gr^^ss and water and easy
trajisporo, large herds of cattle are found here. But this
region also has the handicap of tick infestation and though
the grasses are abundant they are of poor quality which causes
the cattle to be of inferior grade.
The factors that favored cattle raising have also favored
sheep raising so that there are some 5,000,000 sheep in this
region.
The efforts of Argentina to become independent of Brazil
and Paraguay in its consumption of yerba mate^ Indicates an

increased devel cpment of this resource • The industry now
employs some 15,000 laborers. The pino forests are as yet too
inaccessi"blG for profitable working and Argentina imports more
lumber than any other South America coimtry mostly from the
United States. In proportion as the Parapa becomes more fully
utilized v;ill this section of Argentina become developed.
Looking at the map of population distribution on page 23
this region illustrates very well the fact that the population
is concentrated along the periphery of the continent and dim-
inishes with movement inland. Thus the state of Entre l^ios^
most accessible, has a population density per square mile of
2£.l. CorrienteSr further inland^ has a density of 13.7. The
great mrshes of this state and the increasing heat and. humidi-
ty as one goes north to the e4.uator v;ould account in part for
this decreased density. Misiones, having no part bordering
the river and a large part in highland forest^ has the smallest
density of 7.8. The better climate of this region, is as yet
a subordinate factor to "the acceseibili ty of other regions.
PARAGUAY
Because the Spanish wished to avoid the hazardous trip
arotmd the Cape in reaching the Potosi mines of Bolivia, they
establi.-hed a base at Asuncion founding that city in 1535
before Buenos Aires came into existence. Prom Asuncion
overland to Potosi was a safer route than the sea.
RSLIKF The Paraguay River divides the lov/lying region to the
west known as the Chaco from the hilly lands to the east.
Vr
UThe hilly lands rise to some 2000 feet above eea level and
are forest covered. To the west the Chaco is- c£Jternately
subject to flood and drought according to the season,
CLILIATE Paraguay is essentially subtropical in cliniate. In
summer the temperature may rise to 108°F» and in winter drop
to 23^F« Three months, December, January and February are
too hot, July and part of August are disagreeably cool and
the reminder of the year is pleasant. Rainfall increases
from 30 inches in the west to 60 inches or more in the hilly
east. The rainfall of the east is well distributed but that
of thowest falls chiefly from September to April with a
marked dry period in June, July and August when less than 8
inches of rain may fall.
VEGETATION Vegetation ranges from the grassland and swamp
forms of the west to the forests of the east. Of the total
area of 196,000 square miles about 60% is forested. The chief
areas are the quebracho forests adjacent to the west side of
the Paraguay and the tropical hardwoods of the highlands.
Here as in the Argentine C haco, the chief product in
value is the quebracho lumber. Because the requirements for
growth of this tree are so exacting it culd become the basis
of a permanent industry in this region. The chief difficulty
is lack of transportation and inefficient labor.
Paraguay's forests gives her a basis of trade with Ar-
1
I Jone^ r. C, p. 286
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gentina who is deficient in available forests.
The yerba mat/ industry employing about 50,000 accounts
for about lO/o of the value of exports. ForniDrly picked from
v^ild trees, the industry has become now an agricultural pursuit
with plantations being established.
AGRICULTURE Only a small portion of the country has been
brought under cultivation, about 300,000 acres. Most of the
farming is of ihe tenant type on small farms operated on shares
Farming is chiefly for local consumption v/ith tobacco, cotton
and oranges raised for commerce. Tobacco ranks next to com
in acreage. Sugar, rice, peanuts are raised for local con-
sumption.
LIVZSTOCE: V/ith its wealth of grazing land, Paraguay could in-
crease its herds which now total 5,000,000 but present world
markets must increase before the steps necessary to improve
transportation and breeds can be taken.
Sheep are of poor quality in the hot, moist lowlands and
are not kept in any numbers.
MIOTACTURES Manufacturing cannot bo of much importance in
this region due to restricted resources, labor, power and
capital. Most of the present raanufact ring plants are hand
establishments the larger units consist of quebracho plants,
freezing plants, su^ar refineries and brick kilns.
Paraguay will always have tc contend with the disadvantage!
of her interior position but her present density of but 5 per
square mile is not due entirely to this factor.

The disastrous V/ar of Lopez which lasted from 1865 to
1870 caused a decimation of the population from which the
country has not yet recovered.
If
CHAPTER III
TRMSPORTATIOIT
IIvIPO-:TAIICE OF THAIJSPORgA^i^IOIT
The statUM of mcjdein civili^:ati on is inextricably boimd
together with methods of transportation.
The more ade.iuate and varied the means which any people
have at their disposal, the greater use that can be made of
their natural resources and advanttit;es , ana the hi^er rises
their level of ci vili:;ation. The annihilation of time and
distance are the modem bafis of our civi]^ation and better
methods of transmitting thoughts cmd products arc adopted as
quickly as they make their appearance. The facility of such
intercourse uetv/een regions is, of course, dependent on geo-
graphic forms. There is no gains- ying the fact that a level
plain allov^s easier transport ti;an c rugged mountain. The
airplane's usefulness in nullifying these effects is important
but it is limited at present in its iso.
The internationalist oj' world politics envisages the
period when time and dist nee will have been so conquered and
the regions of the world will be oro.ight so close together
that isolation of any region will be impossible and the world
will really oe of one community. Though great stepu have
been taken this awaits a later era.
Because tr-nspor tation and co raniuni cati rn, or rather lack
of it have been of such influence, both in th^"^ paet and in
m
the present, on South America, examination of the main factors
concrned is nec-ssary fcr a real understanding of the con-
tinent ,
Rivers have always been the great intermediaries between
land and sea, for in the ocean most find their common destina-
tion. Until modern giant steamers were built, sea navigation
extended without a break into river navigation. Thus sailing
vessels were carried by the trade v/inds 600 miles ud the
Orinoc to San Fernando.
South America, most richly endowed of all continents
with navigable stre!=ms, received ocean vessels, 3000 miles up
the Amazon to Tabatinga in Peru and W5s known in its main
features by explorers, fifty years after discovery. Due to
factors of relief, climate ?nd location to south of the main
routes of travel ?nd a great temoerate continent to the north
absorbing immigration until modern times it has been retarded
in develon-pent
,
In countries of large area where commerce snd intercourse
must cover great distances, these natural and therefore cheao
highway? assume Daramount iraiDortance especially in the forest
and agricultural stages of development, when the Droducts of
the land are bulky in orooortion to their value. Small coun-
tries with deenly indented coasts as Gr ile can forego the
advantages of big river systems, but for Venezuela, Brazil,
and Argentina, the history of the country is indissolubly
22 E. Semnle, GeograrDhic Influence of Environment, id. 337
23 Ibid, r). 3^1.
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connected v^ith t^at of its great river. The Spanish, otherwise
coiifining themselves to the Cariobean district and the civil-
ized regions of the Andean hi^:hlands established settlements
at the mouth of the La Plata Hiver because this stream afforded
an approach from the Atlantic side to the Potosi mines of the
Bolivian Plateau.
The position of the main "'h ^ h:;n highland ridges close
to the coast along about throe-fcurths of the shore-line
cause drainage to be toward the interior.
This unites to form four great waterwsys on the north and
east coasts. The Cordillera of the vjest coast limits river
navigation to a few miles.
The Amazon, having a fall of less than inches per mile
of its cc rse, is navigable for ocean ships to ln&naos 1,000
miles inland and Iquitos 2000 miles inland by river vessels,
Thip. constitutes the only means of transport for an area two-
thirds the size of the United States.
The i?araguay-Parai:;'i' river allows small boats passage
2000 miles inland; ocean vesvsels to Hosario.
The Orinoco aas rapids 6)0 miles upstream dividing the
river into uoper and lower navigation reaches. The use of
the river is limited to boats of 10 foot draught but it, like
the Amazon, affords with its tributaries tie chief means of
24 Ibid.
, p. 342.
25 Loc._cit.^ p. 542.
26 '.'^'hitbeck, R., p. 358

coramunicati on in the interior,
The only river in the temperate zone with a climate suit-
able for white settlement, the Paraguay-Parana system, has been
of most use.
The Sao Francisco of Brazil though broken by rapids on the
coast, is navigable sho ;s them for 600 miles. The rivers of
the west coast are short and of little use in navigation being
used chiefly for irrigation.
Thus, though river navigation was on the whole favorable
for settlement, climate ard relief were the deciding factors.
There is an unmistakable relation between navigable water^*!
ways and railroad mileage. The countries with ample or consid-
erable river communication like Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia and
Paraguay are all relatively slow in laying railroads as compared
with Argentine, even when allcv^/ances are made for differences
in zonal location, economic development and degree of European
elements in their respective populations.
Though Argentina posseses the most used river of South
America, \^a8e of railroad construction on the level pampa and
the necessity of railroads for the proper utilization of the
region has enabled this region to lead in railroad mileage,
RELATIONS BET-.^-EKN RAILROADS AlU) HIGHV;aYS
General Pattern -The diagram of railroad development on the east
coast shows a convergence on a center as at Buenos Aires or Hio
de Janeiro and a fan-like growth into the interior. In the

X)9mr,8. it is interesting to note that though fairly v/ell
develo-oed throughout the oam-Da region, on reaching its li'-it
the rails neter out to single lines tat)Ding^ess richly-
endowed interior. On the west copst, the outline is of
dif'^erent shar^e. The rails here run aoproximately coast-
v/ise i^ith short transverse lines ta-moing the agricultural
valleys.
These ^^^'terns are in direct? relation with th^ '-^--ysi-
cal make u^ of the erer-s. In the east, as a general rule,
the more or less level topography allov/s the fan-like s^re^^d
^11 directions ^'^hile o^- '-rest coast the Andes cause
the railroads to pssurae a longititudinal direction running
••Parallel to the Andes,
Argentina. Argentina with the hro^^. , fl-t ^^T-in of t-^ •o.-..-^.
?7ith no broad rivers cutting through the ?ampa,or mountains
and with a cosst readily accessible everywhere was particu-
larlv f-^vor^d in railroad construction. i ~ • ntages
were a shortage of v/ood for ties and stone, gravel ^nd sand
for ballast material. L-^'-k of fuel which was formerly met
vV
by imr^orting co =1 is no\ solved by use of oil, half of
which Argentina o reduces,
P^rafi-uav—Paraguay, althought^ronrE cted by rail with both
26
Ibid., r,. 355

Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro and having the P?rana- Paraguay
j
i river as an outlet has inadequate transportation facilities
! and more and more becomes merely an economic ad.iunct of Argentiijfa
i
]
Brazil , From Table XI which gives the respective standings
of the South American countries in railroad mileage, it can
I
be seen th'^t Brazil ranks second. This is due to mileage
!| extending from sSo Paulo and Rio de Janeiro into the great
j|
tem.perate Toiateau behind. The DrinciDal line joins Rio and
^aS" Paulo with Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina. However,
the lines from. Rio to Montevideo take eight days v/hereas the
j
stesmshir) takes but four. There is no railroad communication
I with the coast cities to the north and steamship must be used.
I
i At present because of this inadequate communication with
I; New York than v/ith Rio. A result of this seoaration from the
li
II capital by distance w-^s the movement at various tim.es in
i;
ji Southern i::razil of setting up an independent governinent,
'I
Table XIa gives a better picture than Table XI of the
!
I
true state of each country as regar:^.s their mileage in rail-
roads in proportion to the size of the country. By this trble
Uruguay is seen to be among the leaders.
^'^ 651217 - 1229 P.M. Ynsfran, Paraguay, Discovery and
Settlement 1931.

TABLE XI.
RAILROAD KILEAOE OF SOUTn AIiERICA
COmiTRY ITUMBER OF KILSS
ARQSilTIlTA 25,888
BRilZIL 22,279
CHILE 5,502
PERU 2,805
COLOMBIA 1,980
URUGUAY 1,729
BOLIVIA 1,584
ECUADOR 700
vsi:ezuela 670
paraguay 660
BRITISH GUIANA 79
SURIlTALi M
FREHCll GUIAIIA M
(M - not ;iven)
Data from the statesman Year Book of 1936
if
TABLE ZI. (a.)
MILES OF RAILROAD PER SQUARE I.HLE OP LAND
COUIITRY IJULSER OF LTILES
ARGENTIITA .023
URUGUAY .023
CHILE .019
BRAZIL .007
PERU .005
C0L0II3IA .004
ECUADOR .004
PARAGUAY .003
VEiTEZUELA .002
BOLIVIA • 002
Data from the Statesman's Year Book of 1936.

Bolivia. In Bolivia the inland country is connected by three
railroads to Ihe Pacific and by one to Argentina, the principa
lines focusing on la Paz, Of the three routes from La Paz to
the coast .Mollendo
,
Arica, and Antofagasta, the Antefagasta
taps the rrlning district with the Mollendo route via Lake
Titicaca as the passenger route while the shorter Arica route
is becoming increasingly the commercial route. Bolivians
railroads all have foreign po'rts for outlets,
Chile- Chile's railroads show a concentration in the north
and central valley due to nitrate mining industry and the
population concentration of the valley. Its longitudinal
railroad running from north to south is the result of several
factors
•
During its war with Spain the need of a strategic rail-
road to the north was shown. Also, difference in climate
makes it necessary for the central valley to ship food and
supplies to the desert region.
Feeders and branch lines connect the longitudinal rail-
road with ports and cities.
Chile has rail connection with Argentine and Bolivia.
But between tariff walls mdi loss of passengers by air service
the Transandine Railroad between Chile and Argentina is not a
paying investment.
Peru. In Peru there are two main railroads, the Central Rail-
road and the Southern Railv/ay both British controlled. The

Central connects Callas and Li.ia, one branch extends north and
south along the coast-line serving the agricultural district.
The other line extends inland from Lima at great expense and
difficulty. Dividing at Arcys, one "branch extends south to
Huancayo, the other north to the Carro de Pasco mines.
The southern Hailw-jy exteiids from Mollendo to Arequips
to Cuzco where "by crossing Lake Titscaca by steamer one can
take a train to La Paz, Bolivia and from there to Buenos Aires
or Chile, 28
Effect of Relief on Hcutes . Examination of the transport routes
not only of Peru hut all the west coast countries, shows the
persistency of the effect of relief on the location of trans-
port routes of a region.
Thus, in the Andes mountains nearly the same routes have
been follov;ed by Inca roads, colonial trails and modern rail-
roads alike. The ranges of the Andes run approximately parall-
el to the coast so that lines of communication have shown a
tendency to devel-ip the same way v;ith short transverse lines
to the coast. The old Inca route of least resistence from
Cuzco to northern Peru along the graded slopes of an upraised
but undissected peneplain is marked b;y the tovms of Ayacuho ,Huaa(i-
28, P. James, p. 247-261, Geographic Factors in Development of
Transoortati on in South America,
r
cayo, Jarja, Cerro de Pasco, Hnanuco Yle^c, Chavin siid Ca Jam-
area, 7fh.en the I nca's conqiierod the region of Ecuador they
built the road to (^uito from Tuntoez, instead of Cajamarea
because the surface along that route was less eroded. North
of ciuito, the mountain knot of Pasco ra8.de passage difficult,
Simon Boliver also foirnd this region was a stiunbling block when
he attenpted to hold the states of Ecuador, Colombia and Ven-
ezuela in one political unit.
To the south the location of the roads were influenced
by presence of water resources as well as relief.
Early Transp ort Routes » The road that crossed the Bolivian
plateau, over the eastern range to Tucuma, Argentina, follov;ed
the alluvium-filled valleys as do the trails today.
With the c • ming of the Spanish the chief d ity of trans-
portation was carrying food to the cities and ore to the ports.
Thus the short transverse lines of minor importance to the
Inoas became the dominant routes. Tlie mining centers became
over-pcpulat ed by ^his conceiitration of population and trails
centered on them carrying food from all directions. Mules
from the pampa carrying the products of that region overland
to be Shi oped to Spain via pQiloma were used as pack animals
and made this an important route. As a whole. South America
was poorly provided vdth transportation so that isolation was
a factor of great importance even in the history of many sec-
tions clfse to the coast.

7C
The earliest important development of railroads occurred
in 1860 on the Pacific iifiining centers. Agricultural lines
appeared successively in British Guiana and from Santos to
Sifo Puulo.
The first railroad and the beginning of Argentine growth
came in 1857. Since then she has led in railroad mileage.
The first transaii^dine railroad from Mendoza to Santiago was
by way of the Uspallata Pass which had "been used for travel
for centuries.
Northern Routes. In Colonibia, the Magdalena River is the chief
though unsatisfactory methca of tran. portation. Due to rapids
in the river several changes from boat to railroad and hack
are necessary. A railroad to Buenaventura on the ..est coast
provides another outlet.
Venezuela has a short railroad from each provincial cap-
ital to a seaport but none are prosperous. The great need is
for roads.
In all the countries of South America, especially the
Andean countries, the mule and llama constitute the chief
method of carrying on trade. Railroads are a result of feasi-
bility and demand. In the Andes they are economically unsound
because of natural conditions of extreme ruggedness. A rail-
road from Czuayaq. ill to <ciuito was in the process of being built
from 1880 to 1909. The present population cannot support
railroads in many cases and a larger population av aits the
development of rai IrnAdR.
r
Talale XII shows a fairly dose siniilarity "between the
motor road mileage and the railroad mileage of the respective
countries.
Southern Routes . Until recently the roads of Argentina were
l3uilt rfiainly as feeders to the railroads but a new point of
view of regarding them as aids to national progreps has stimu-
lated this development. Lack of suitable constructional
material constitutes one of the chief problems! The same dif-
ficul|.ties that have attended railroad building^ hinder road
construction in a lesser degree in South America.
Eastern Rout es
.
In Brazil the hit^way pattern with the rail-
road ig found in the more densely populated section of the
country. Thus from Victoria south are 70^o of the roads. The
best roads of aiy country are found around the cities. Very
few Brazilian roads are paved so that in the dry season more
roads are in use than in the wet. Argentina is constructing
her roads chiefly of cement. In South America a "good" road
is a graded dirt road and a "bridge" in rural areas means the
flat sides of a split log spread over the stream and spaced
for ear or wagon wher-ls.
Western Routes . Although Chile has about 25,000 miles of
highvmy but 300 miles are concrete or macadam, the rest unpaved
The highway system is inadOviuate compared with railroad facili-
ties.
Travel on western Plateau. Peru because of its terrain has

TABLE XII.
MOTOR ROADS liILEAGS IIT SOUTH iiLlSRICA
7S-
G CUIITRY LILEAGE
ARGEl-TTIITA 181,660
BRAZIL 90,644
GEILE 25,106
PERU 11,200
URUGUAY 8,663
BOLIVIA 6,212
COLOL.BIA 4,114
VENEZUELA 3,100
ECUADOR 2,712
PARAGUAY LI
BRITISH GUIAIIA 500
DUTCH GUIANA M
FRENCH GUIANA M
I
statesmam Yearb ook •

among the hardest problems of construction of any place in the
world. The pack train is still the dominant means of transport
on the plateau and will continue so, for some time. Since
railroad rates are so high, pack trains run in direct competi-
tion. Uruguay though ranking fifth because of its small area
has a fairly good system of roads. An upland continuation of
the economic activities of the panipa conditions is favorable
for the devel pment of roads.
Bolivia has out recently begun a program of roadbuilding
to unite the lowlands with the plateau. The realization has
been slowly brought home that automobile traffic is almost as
advantageous as rail traffic and has the advantages of much
less expense, greater flexibility, and less maintainance cost.
i3oth Colombia and Venezuela have a passable road system
but it is not extensive enough to serve adequately. The trans-
andine road running from Caracas, Venezuela to Bogot^, Bolivia
needs but the Colombian section to complete it. Before 1908
Venezuela had no modern highways but now has 3,100 miles of
which 620 miles are hard surfaced. This development is chiefly
the result of the income derived from oil royalties.
Summary . For the continent as a whole, cart and motor roads
are suprisingly low in mileage. Among the many handicaps in
the way of road construction not previously mentioned are the
water-soaked forest-covered terrain of the lowlands and the
problem of financing and maintenance in regions of sparse popu-
lation such as even the Pampa or in regions o f more dense

population that have no land tax, as the Chilean Valley.
Interuxban trucking of merchandise is little developed, owing
to the scarcity of large cities closely spaced ani incoinplete
road systems and the sufficiency of rail service for the time
being*
AIRWAYS
The deficiencies of road and rail service makes air
service of particular importance in South America. Though
expense restricts the use of the airplane to goods of small
bulk and great value, as airmail arfl passengers, every country
has airplane service. Hew York, Paris and Berlin have direct
airmail facilities as far as Buenos Aires and Santiago by way
of various coastal stops. Formerly, by rail and steamer the
journey from Buenos Aires to Hew York took over three weeks,
by air it is less than four days.
The spread of air service over the continent has increased
the need for railroads and motor roads to act as feeders to the
railroads as the airplane opens up and helps in the development
of the rural regions
•
TERimJALS OF SEA TRAFFIC
v/est Coast . The outline of the coast is remarkably regular so
that the west coast is hampered especially by this factor.
This regularity of the western coast is coupled with the growth
•
of the Andes and the resultant rising of the land. With the
exception of the Gulf of Guayaquil, the west coast as far
south as Puerto Montt has no harbors worthy of the name. Even
the Gulf of Guayaquil is being slavly filled by the sediments
of the Guayas river so that shoals are constantly forming.
Because the Andes hinder inland traffic to so great an
extent the ocean is the chief out 1ft for the countries on the
west coast. Moreover the high cost of railroad traffic is
another reason for the importance of coastal traffic.
Even important railway terminals like Mollendo, Arica,
and Antofagasta stand on cpen roadsteads. They are situated
in a region where the shore winds are relatively weak viiich
amelforates their position somev;hat«
Valpapaiso was favored in colonial days by the simple
geographic fact that traffic could pass from the capital to the
coast without meeting any considerable ford. Better natiiral
conditions are novv found at San Antonio, 50 miles to the south.
It will be of interest to note whether natural geographic
factors will outweigh the fact of an early start.
The v^est coast pattern of ports shov;s no great convergence
of trade on any single port as in the United States wi12i Hew
York through the Hudson and Llohawk Valleys tapping the trade
of the Mid-west. To the contrary, the v;est coast as a whole
giiows small ports that can be labelled by products of a single
area. Thus, in Chile, Tocopilla is the port outlet of the
a
Chuquicamata copper district, Coronel is the coal port, Cruz
Grande is the Bethlehem Steel cutlet of the iron mines of Tofo,
Magallanes to the soath is the sheep port.
To the north the one exception to this general statement
would he Guayaquil which serves as the main outlet for Ecua-
dor receiving 91.8^^ of the imports and shipping 71% of the
exports. Yet all cargo has to be transferred from ship to
lighter to shore and vice- versa. Most small ports are un-
workable in rough weather. The port of Callao, really a part
of Lima, ^5 miles inland, has one of the few good ports of the
Pacific coast. Constructed by a North American crmpany, this
$6,000,000 pier provides dockings facilities for ocean vessels.
Chile has many posts but few good harbors. Of her 57 ports
comparatively few are important in international trade.
Valparaiso, the shipping port of S antiago, has a good harbor
but it is open to the north and north west; nevertheless it is
the major port of the west coast.
South of 42° S. there are some excel 1 ant harbors situated
in a region of which almost no economic use is made at present.
East Coast . Spain in 1599 passed a law requiring all trade
of this region to be by the overland route. Imports from
Spain went to Panama, then by mule to the "pacific, by steamer
to Callao, by mule over the Bolivian plateau to the plains of
Argentina and Buenos Aires. The reason for this was protection
from the English pirates; but the geographical influences were
too strong. The most open-handed contraband trade of all times
4f
developed. Open to the sea it was easily reached from Europe;
to proTi^Jittho trade was impossible and Buenos Aires developed
into an entrepot for the Pampa and the large western districts
of Tucuman and Ctjsco*
This colonial trade was an early indication of the future
growth of this region.
Though 3uenos A ires is the largest city and port of the
southern hemisphere its situation at the mouth of the Plata
River makes it necessary to keep it constantly dredged. The
ports of Santa Fe and itosario, 2 60 and 560 miles inland res-
pectively, are also reached by ocean vessels. Bahia Blanca,
534 miles south of Buenos Aires is anoliier port that taps the
pampa making it on the whole well served by ocean transport.
Montivideo serves for Uruguay the same function as Buenos Aires
does for Argentina, the collection and distribution of goods.
Brazil's ports are district ports. Thus Jelem serves the
Amazon region. Sab Salvador serves northern Brazil. The
growth of Rio is due not Cn--y to its wonderful harbor but is
a result of a break in the Serra do Mar behind it allov^ing
access to the plateau. Its central position as a distributing
center is also important. The accessibility of both Buenos
Aires and Rio de Janeiro to immigration from Europe was a
29 Simpich, F., Life on the Argentine Pampa. ITational Geogra-
phic. 64;449-91. Oct. 1, ^1933,
'
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factor influencing the movement of the population in that
direction,
IJorth Coast . Though Colombia has a coastline of 1,10C ;iiles
fronting on ooth the Pacific and Caribbean, it has not one
first-class harbor, Puerto Colombia, the chief harbor \*iioh
is connected by rail with BarranquiHo on the Magdalena, is
shallow and poorly protected. Cartagena, though a former
Spanish stronghold, is now a shallow second-rate port, A
point of interest is the development of the port of Santa
Marta by the United i^ruit Coinpany,
That the factor of accessibility is real is shov/n by the four-
fold increaae in trade gained by Chile and entire west coast
after the opening of the Panama Canal.

Chapter IV,
GEOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES UPON POPULATION
Early Cultures . The earliest influences upon South American
population go back, of go rse, to the original population which,
as far as we imow^ was Indian. Of the several theories advanced
as to the origin of the natives the one that is generally-
accepted is that of the land uridge connecting the mainland
of Asia with North America in the region of the Bering Strait.
Cultural similarities tietv/een the natire peoples of both
regions seem to bear out this theory.
At the time of discovery, the Indian population was spread
here and there o er the entire continent. The density was
greatest in the Andean mountains and plateaus, somewhat less
numerous in southern Brazil and Argentina, and rather sparse
in the Amazon region and northeast coast. Based on the level
of cultural achiDveraent reached by each area, historians have
distinguished four distinct regions. n^Q-
Peru vean Cultiire . Peruvian or Incan culture extended from
the vicinity of the Equator (in the hi^hlaMs of Ecuador) to
the Atacama desert or beyond, including the mountains and
plateaus of this extensive region and also narrow Pacific
coastal belt. The population has been estimated at some 8 to
30 Rippyj>^f^, Historical Evoluti on of Hisoanio America, vp» 26-
27.
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10 million. The Incan culture was not a primary one but was
based on three r:udi earlier civilizations. ^
The agriculture vi/as advanced; maize, manioc, peppers and
potatoes being grovm./ Fertilization with guanaco and other
manures was practiced and elaborate irrigation systems that
exceeded those in use today were maintained. The llama was
domesticated; spinning and weaving were hi^ly developed;
minerals were mined and worked ard also a system of roads with
stono and suspension bridges was instituted.
There was an organized priesthood that had a chief deity,
the sun, a major good on the cold plateau. Sacrifices of
animals were common, of humans, rare. The'ye was a deluge myth,
religious orders of virgins and conventional confessions of
sins to a priest.
Medical knowledge was considerable vdth records shov/ing
use and understanding of rubber syringes, circumcision, tre-
phining and embryotomy as well as embalming, cremation nnd
surgical measures for pterygion and trachoma. Infectious
diseases were classified, isolation and diet used besides a
great variety of drugs. The ruling class, or Incas, wore of
different stock than the rest of the population. Their pres-
ence is srmevjhat of a mystery but would be accounted for by
a Polynesian origin with ocean migration at a later date than
31 Chimu, Nasca and Tiahunaco.
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the earlier Aymara aiid Quiohua stocks. The marriage of the
Spanish conquerors to women of Inca blood invested them also
vdth godly attributes iii the eyes of the native Indians ao-
counting in some degree to the submission to their rule,
Colombian Culture. Colombian or Chibcha culture extended from
the plateau of fiimdinamarca as a center to Southern Central
America!^ The Chibchas were, similarly, an agricultural people
who developed irrigation and raised maize, potatoes, manioc,
beans and squashes, cultivated cotton and v.ere skilled in
dyeing and weaving. Thqy had a fairly well developed commer-
cial system with markets aiid currency and ri.jed pictographs. A
mythical w dte man was their cultural horo^i^'^ and they had
an Atlas idea of the world. The population of the plateau was
about 1,200,000 and the entire region about 3,000,000. ^
Old Incan ruins of great antiquity throughout the area
show evidence of greater density of population than could be
supported by land now available for agriculture. The supposi-
tion is that the plateau was at a lov/er level than it is now,
which would give it a more temperate climate. Fossils of mas-
todons and ant eaters found on the plateau support this view-
point. Evidence of marine fossils along the shores of Lake
i^i ppy. j: F. . op. cit.. pp. 26-^:7'
33 Historians have speculated on the possibility of some un-
known seaman having actually reached this region or v/hether
the belief was a survival of white race carried over with
the first migration from the Asiatic mainland.
34 RippyXF'., Historical Evolution of Hispanic America, pp. 26-2",

Titicaca suggests that it is the remains of a great body of
ocran water uplifted. Also, near tho lake, degenerated trcpic
plants are found growing.^^
Tho rise of an early civilization in the natural pockets
formed by the high intermontane valleys of the Andes and the
Anahuac plateau was the result of favorable geographic condi-
tions, ThUs the topography of the area allowed protection
from the surrounding savage tribes. The temperature was not
as trying as in the hot lowlands to the east. In a treeless
plateau, land was easily put under cultivation and the land
unfit for cultivation was good for gracing. The native llama
and alpaca were among the few domesticated animals of the iJew
World. The motals of the hi^^hlands furnished materials for
utensils and implements of war.fere. Abuadant stone supplied
constructional material for rods, houses, granaries and
canals. Difficult living conditions developed foresight and
the habit of saving. Becaase of the uncertainty of precipita-
tion, irrigauion and terracing developed a high degree of
utilization,
Patagonian Culture . Just as the highland conditions favored
the gro.^th of one type of culture, the plains of Uruguay,
Argentina and Southern Chile favored a culture similar to that
of the plains Indicjis of North America, the culture of this
55 Adams. Alex. Plateau Peoples of South_^E^xim^--gP' 26 ft^

area being termed the Patagonia or Guanaco Culture. Here the
population lived chiefly on meats and v;ild plants, follov/ing
agriculture to a limited extent. Some cloth v/as v/oven but
skins were used more extensively. Their v/eapons consisted of
the lance and bola, in contrast to the bronze shields, bows and
arrows of the highlands. Tlieir chief occupations -.vere warfare
56
and hunting of the guanaco and rhea*^*^, T;ith the arrival of
the Spaniards, the Indians, here as in the northern continent,
adopted the horse while the cattle took the place of the
guanaco. Tliey also liad a confederacy based on the family group.
AL-'AZQIIIA II CULTURE . The tropical Forest or Amazon Area includes
the remainder of South iunerica except northern Venezuela,
This civilization is characterized by a certain amount of
agriculture with laanioc as the chief staple; a very loose
political organization; canoes, hammocks, pottery, blov;guns
thatched houses, scanty clothing ancT absence of footwear.
Calabash/ rattles, sham^anism, flutes m^ade of humaxi bone, sword
clubs, use of honey and wax, ceremonial v/hipping of boys and
cannibalism were other distinctive points of this culture.
Many tribes ate animal life indiscrimiinately
,
monkey being most
nearly the staple . ood.il After the discoveinr of the Nev; V/orld
by Columbus and the treaties of 1495 and 1494 entered into
A cair.el-like ruminant.
A bird of the ostrich family.
r
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betv/een Portugal and Spain, the main factor influencing the
type of population that was to come into South America v/as
accomplished. Thus today, as a result, nine of the ten
republics speak Spanish predominantly \±Lile Brazil, embracing
about half the continent within her territory, speaks
Portuguese
•
The Portuguese and Spanish differed fundar.ientally in their
settlements. The Portuguese established agricultural activities
as the basis of their settlements, v/hile the Spanish devoted
their energies towards the extraction of mineral wealth in
sufficient enougli quantities to return, enriched, to the hone-
land. These adventure'SS , unlike the colonists of the northern
continent, brought no families with them, so inteirmarriage took
place with the Indians and within a few generations a large
class of mestizo or half-breeds arose. Only in the pampa regioi
were the fierce nomadic Indians driven out or killed off;
elsev/here the intermixture was great.
In Brazil, the situation was slightly different. As sugar
cultivation developed along the coast as the chief industry,
the plateau v/as all but depopulated by slave hunting expedi/-
tions to furnish laborers for the plantations. Finding that
the Indians died too quickly, the Portuguese brouglit in negro
slaves in large niJinbers. Thus both Spanish and Portuguese
America had a large slave or laboring class, so that none of
the upper-class people did any manual labor. Tlie enervating
heat and hvimidity was another factor bringing about this
result. The class of immigrants was also significant. Uhereas
11
•
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the English colonist v/as recruited from the snail farmer or the
trading class, the Spaniards came from, the Aristocratic landed
gentry or v/ere seekers of fortime v;ith a distinct aversion
toward manual labor of any kind. These factors are of import-
ance in understanding the attitude of most South Americans
toward manual lahor.
Another carryover from the colonial period is the problem
of disrespect for law in South America. Except for mining and
sugar production, all local industries were discouraged by
imperial decree, riowever, distance made these edicts hard to
enforce, so v/idespread corruption and evasion of edicts took
place v/ith consequent disrespect for lav; that carries on today.
There is also the factor tliat any country v/ith a frontier has
an amount of disrespect for law that arises from natural con-
58
ditions
.
The Negro forms an ethnic crescent from Peru, Colom.bia to
Brazil conforming to the plantations on the coastal lowlands.
The importation of negroes centered in two areas, the northeast-
ern coast of the continent and the '.Vest Indian islands. At
present, a high percentage of the island population is negro,
except in Cuba and Porto Rico, toward which Spanish imiaigration
flowed until the Spanish American V.ar. In recent years a great
many negroes have gone from, the ",est Indies to Colombia and the
Canal Zone and some of the Central iiinerica republics. Of
^^Our \7ild. west v.as no exception, due, perhaps to the independ-
ence of action arising from the necessity of solving one^s own
difficulties.
I1
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perhaps 4,500,000 negroes on the continent at the present
time the coast lands of central and northern Brazil have almost
2,000,000 and Venezuela, Colombia, and Peru 2,200,000, The
Guianas are half negroid. Chile, Argentina, Bolivia and
Uruguay have almost no people of -'.frican descent. The peri-
pheral location of the mass of the population is the first step
in the evolution of any nev/ly settled country or continent.
The accessibility of the periphery tends to raise it in culture
^
v/ealth, density of population and often in political importance
j
far in advance of the center.
The v/arlike Tupi, at the time of discovery, occupied the
whole Brazilian coast from the southern tropic north to eastern
Guiana, vhile the highlands to the rear v/ere populated by tribes
of Ges, who had been displaced by the coast-v/ise expansion of
the Tupi canoemen. Today, this same belt of coastland has been
appropriated by a foreign population of liluropenns and negroes
in turn, \Tiiile the vast interior of Brazil shows a predominance
of native Indian stocks only broken here and there by a lonely
enclave of Braziliaji settlement.
Along the coast of Brazil, therefore, and v/ithin a
hundred m.iles of the coast, m.oving north toward the equator,
the proportion of i\egro blood becomes greater. As one moves
toward the south, the proportion of Europeans becom.es greater.
From Sao Paulo,going south, the negro alm.ost disappears. Away
29. a.
•Semple, E. C, op.cit
. , p. 146.
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from the coasts toward the interior Indian ancestry becomes
more apparent. In the central plateaus and river valleys and
in certain parts of the Andean coimtry, many tribes of pure
Indian stock may be encountered.
39
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.
The importance of the
native Indian element in South America resides partly in the
fact that it furnishes the bulk of the laboring people and a
large part of the army, partly in the influence which it has
exerted on the whites, cor.]^ngling its blood v/ith theirs and
affectin;^ their habits and life in many Y/ays, This is true of
all countries except Argentina and Uruguay. Outside of Uruguay
Argentina and Brazil the percentage of population of pure and
mixed Indian blood far surpasses the v/hite.
The Spanish dominate politically, economically and
cultvirally, and the aristocracy is largely white. The intel-
lectual capacity of tne Spanish is apparently superior to that
of the Indians aixl so they have retained the position of
leadership. Inheriting the choicest lands and the richest
mines from their ancestors, the conquistadores have kept their
advantage through the centuries. Their descendents of pure
Spanish blood led in the movoEients for independence of the
1820* s. At that tine political pov/er was seized and has been
retained ever since. The white or Creole children have enjoyed
all advantages of education that there v/ere while the offspring
W.H.Haas, South American Indian, Scientific honthly,
19: 188-215, 1924.
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of Indian parents have remained uneducated. IJormally, there-
fore, the Spanish -ecane the merchants, the captains of industry,
the religious and educational leaders, the officers of army
and navy. And so it continues today. Host of the Indians are
simply peons v.ho serve the white or mixed-blood o\mers of the
land. On the Peruvian plateau, the Indian is forced to c;±'ve
three days a v;eek service as rental for the m.iserable huts
they occupy.
The c onn'on Indian language of the plateaus is not Spanish,
but «^uechua and Ayraara, only about one -fifth speaking Spanish.
A few live in the tov/ns but the majority are agriculturalists
or herders for the great land ov.ners.
Because of the great poverty of the Indians, r.arriage rites
are dispensed with resulting in a low moral level. The ancient
tribal system has melted away and the native head m.an or cacique
is nov; gone. Divelling in villages of brotherhood of a comjnon
ancestor still exists under the authority of the Ilacata and
Alcade. The Ilacata' s duties are administrative, including
division of the land each year between the persons who are to
till it, receipt of the crops from common land, and the super-
vision of c aninon labor.
The Alcade couibines executive and judicial powers, main-
tains order, decides petty disputes and leads in fighting, if
need arises. The peasant, though legally free, practically
is cold with the estate and though legally a voter, actually
does not vote, the governiiient relieving them of a duty which few
of them are qualified to discharge. They are oppressed in some
1•
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places by the land ov/ners, yet much less than formerly, for
they are superior in nuiiibers, and vv^eapons are easier to obtain
than formerly.
In respect to civil rights, there is no legal distinction
between the Indian and the "..hite. Botli enjoy the saiie citizen-
ship for all private and public purposes. To both is granted
the equal protection of the lav/s, equal suffrage and equal
eligibility to office. This guarantees him to some extent
against ill-treatment, but does not raise him socially as he
seldom is a candidate for national office. His life continues
to be dominated by ancestral custom. He makes a good fighter
even in causes for v/hich he has no interest.
This lack of participation in government, his v/retched
condition and isolation, allows his use as a tool of revolution
by the unscrupulous.
The Indian'^ sad condition and lack of progress is not due
to laziness. Although extraordinarily industrious, they get
nov/here because their land is the poorest and the price received
for the fruits of their labor is such as to keep them continu-
ally in debt. The amount of work done in terracing a hillside
is astounding and the women are continually busy, even more so
than the men. But because of his environment and the poor
results of his labor, superficial observers have denounced him
as lazy and stupid.
AIvIAZOII IITDIAII
LIuch of the Amazon interior has never been explored and
r i
the native Indians have never seen a v/hite man. The river,
which is the easiest method of travel and allows contact v/ith
the outside v;orld has tlie greatest density of population
concentrated along its hanks. Indians in this region vary in
type. Some are gentle and inoffensive, others are blood-
thirsty man-killers. In general, they are peaceable and
kindhearted, aiid travellers are v;ell received. The river
Indians use the blov/pipe and poisoned arrows in hunting birds
and other game; in the higher lands, the Indians use non-
poisonous arrows v/ith tliree or four barbs, which are extremely
difficult to withdraw from a wound.
Indian families are not highly prolific. From two to five
children is the rule and the mortality rate is high. Tlie
population is about stationary. Homes are thatched huts,
containing but a single room, which is occupied by one family.
Food consists chiefly of meat, either game or domesti-
cated. Liost triV:es have a few cattle, pigs, and chickens.
Wild rice and fruits, nuts, bananas, and manioc constitute
other foods.
Contrary to popular opinion, the tropic regions are not
places where it is necessary but to dig a hole, drop in a seed,
return several wee]:s later and gather the fruits of a bountiful
climate. Instead, between primitive tools, inferior seed,
ravages of birds, animals and insects, and repeated clearings
of forest, the farm absorbs the combined energy of the whole
family. Thus it takes one man 25 days to prepare one hectare^
or two and a half acres^ of forest land. Slopes are chosen

because they are more fertile, due to soil wash and creep,
Tlie lower lands, because of excessive rains, are leached of
their fertility, within three years, som-etimies one, after the
vegetation is cleared. Abandoned fields can not be reclaimed
for 10 or even 50 years in some regions. That m-oans villages
are continually on the move and^a consequent Ioyi densit^r of
40 ^population. In this region of 2,000,000 square miles
f>here is a population of 1,500,000 people. Other reasons for
migration in this area are: sickness, tabus, and tribal war-
41
fare. The knowledge of these people encompassed no idea of
death from natural causes, but because of the displeasure of
some spirit.
"The average native of the Amazon Valley is affected
with five major disabilities which cause him to
have, in varying degree, universal lethargy. These
are: (1) chronic halaria (2) Verminosis (o) secon-
dary anemia (4) malnutrition (5) splenom.egaiy . 50
to 75% of the natives e^Lamined suffer from Chronic
Llalaria. I.Iost, if not all, have verminosis; 90^
show marked anemia; the average diet consists of
fish, salted or dried meat and farinlia v/ith fresh
vegetables playing too small a part in the diet.
The chief difficulty is not enough food as the
natives are -miserably poor. Splenomegaly is due
to repeated attacks of halaria. Lethargy, shift-
less attitude and general lack of well-being of
the people of the Amazon valley is not due to any
one condition, ..here adequate mosquito control
is provided and quinnine is available in sufficient
quantities, where veniifuges are freely and
frequently given and. v.here the native has money to
purchase adequate food his physical status improves
i'emarkably, "42
'^^Shiftiiii:: Cultivation-Derwent ".hittlesev-Economic freographVj
January 1927.
'^Isavages are People Too, D. Ilolbrido;e Harper, n. o4.
^^lleedles, Robt. J., Letter,' Science, pp, 532-534. Dec. 8, 1953.

RAC IAL PR OBLEM . The "t^acial problem In South America, contrary
to expectation, is not as acute as that of ITorth /imerica. The
distinction in South iimerica is not one oi color hut of con-
dition. The Indian is imposed on because he is tinid or help-
less not because he is of different blood and color. A white
marrying an Indian is regarded in the same light as a million-
airess son marrying the factory girl. This attitude tov/ards
the Indian is due to the fact that the Indian v/as never legally
a slave as v/as the ITegro; Indian features are less marked in
comparison with the '.liites, and both the "..hites and Indians
are members of a conmion religion. Thus a mestizo for the
greater part is termed V.hite whereas in i^merica an Octoroon
is a llegro. For the practical purposes of business and politics
the mestizo v;ho has been educated has the same standing as a
Vvhite. The Indian, ho\7ever, is a separate group from the
..hites, having nothing in common but a similar religion and an
appetite for liquor. They speak a different language, thinly
differently, and have different traditions. This solid mass
of Indian population with so apathetic an attitude leads to
graft in government, lack of national spirit and reduction
of the general intellectual level. However, the white element
is not the exclusively ruling element for some of the most
forceful leaders in politics of both Peru and Bolivia have been
mestizos
•
IHIilGRiiTIOlT
EARLY II.1L:IGR^'iT I Oil
.
Inmiigration from Portugal and Spain came in
r
a fairly steady stream to all i^arts of the continent in 1800.
Since 1800 immigration has decidedly diminished toward the
western and northern coasts. Toward the eastern and southern
coasts it has increased consistently until 1929. Since 1929
immigration and emigration have both been practically at a
standstill. During colonial days and until 1808 vessels from
other nations were forbidden to trade v;ith Brazil except under
special permit and until the close of the nineteenth century
immigration to Brazil was almost exclusively'- Portuguese. In
the last thirty years a new type of immigration has entered
into the population make-up of not only Brazil but the entire
continent
•
Likev-'ise, in earlier clays, Spanisli colonists alone
entered the Spanish territories, except small numbers of people
of other nationalities v/ho participated afe soldiers of fortunes
in the struggles for independence. During the past hundred
years, however, there has been very little immigration into
the -Vest Coast countries of Chile, Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador,
and almost none to Colombia and Venezuela. Indigenous popula-
tions have developed in these countries, with relatively little
infusion of fresh, Spanish blood.
E. C. Semple contends that migrations have shown a
tend.ency not only to adhere to zones, but to follow parallels
of latitude or isotherms. This principle seems to be supported
in general for South America for European immigration tends to
avoid the tropics and is finding its way principally to the
southern ports on the Atlantic coast and from there is passing

slowly into the interior. The large cities of the youth
Atlantic are distinctly European.Buenos .-^ires, i.ontevideo
and S'S^o Paulo are almost entirely v/hite and Rio de Janeiro is
largely Vvhite. There is a tendency for the port cities of
entry for inani^rants to normally retain Qreat nuiiioers of those
who arrive despite every encouragement hy governrflental
authorities and by railways, who offer colonists free land,
transportation and financial backing if they will settle in
the interior. This is due in part to the tendency to stay in
the established colonies of their countr^^ion in the cities
where they ct.n be understood, .another factor is the unv/illing
ness of the landowners of the better lands to sell except in
large blocks beyond the means of a single purchaser.
PRBSEIIT DiiY IhI,.ia!u-.T10i: . Llost of the bouth American countries
need and v/elcor:ie immigration except in tine of depression.
South xonerica as a whole possesses only about 10 inliabitants
per square mile v/hile the United States has a density of about
41 per square mile. Conditions of imm.igration, however, are
not comparable to those that existed in the great expansion of
the United estates after the Civil .Var.
Properly speaking, there is no hom.e stead land or
free grazing land, as the terms are understood in
the United States, in South America. L'.ost of the
tracts of governivient land are at a distance from
iyls^ trauibpui ' uTitiij^jn linoo aril ar-c at a dioto/, oo
froft» the transportation lines and are of a kind
suitable only for colonization on a large scale.
This mxeans, of course, considerable capital.
The South ilraerican countries offer certain opportunities
for the development of agriculture and stock raising, but
these opportunities are along lines suitable to the country.
Men of sm.all capital - fifteen or tv/enty thousand dollars -
would probably lose before they become familiar with the life.
is. <
lOI
language and conditions in a country that is new to them; and,
of course, men of less means have even smaller chance of
success. Other subjects of consideration are marketing
facilities and purchasing pov/er of the masses to pay a reason-
able price for ijroducts of the land.
The foreign agricultural laborer in South i'mierica is a
European, ordinarily a Spaniard, Italian, or Portuguese, and
with these the ITorth American laborer cannot compete.
AHGEIITINE ILILIIGRAT I Oil « In 1857 European migration to Buenos
Aires and its rich hinterland really began and continued until
the V/orld V/ar with an average yearly number of more than
90,000. During the ten years immediately preceding the war,
som.e £00,000 irimilgrants annually entered Argentina. From
1931 to 1954 the country has lost 17,000 inhabitants as a
result of the difference between the foreigners v/ho have
arrived in the country and those who have left it.
The follov;ing figures show this:
44
IIIGRATORY BALAITCSS
1931 plus 3,939
1932 minus 11,592
1933 minus 10,382
1934 plus 1,479
This situation is the result of the business depression
and the more exacting requirements of the Argentine govern-
ment.
43"
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44/^ Latin iimerica - pp.l-2-Pan-iLmerican Union Bullet ij.i_ 1^6
'^'^i.iigration Problem From the ;j?gentine Standpoint
T
Bulletin of
Pan-.imerican Union. ..ashington. B.C.,Excerpt of article in
"Review of River Plate"- August 16, 1935.

1Immigration to Argentina has been largely Italian and
Spanish followed by French, Austrians, English, German, Swiss,
and Belgians in fewer numbers.
V 5"
Argentine Imnlgration by Nationalities 1880 - 1930
Italians 2,000,000
Austrians 200,000
French 70,000
English 50,000
Germans 50,000
Swiss 30.000
Belgians • 21,300
Others 429,000
Total 4,000,000
This dovelopnent coincides with the introduction of re-
frigeration into the mdat industry and the full effect of the
industrial development throughout the world concentrating huge
populations into small areas requiring an extra-production of
food to supply them.
Of Argentina's total population of 13,712.742 about 73^^
are native born of European descent. 23/b are foreign born of
European parentage and not over 4 ^ are Indian, In 1930 there
were about 3,000 United States citizens in the remblic although
as seen from the above figures; Italians have immigrated to
Argentina in the greatest numbers and they have also retiirned
in the highest proportion to their mother country.
The migration of Italians east ^nd -'est gave rise to the
des-ignaticn of "golondrina" or sivallow inmigrant. The move-
ment corresponds to the harvest seasons in Southern Europe and
45 Cflrlp.nri, A-
^
Geoo^raoh-^ of Latin Amarica, p. 172.

Argentina. Since the seasons ere reversed, laborers can spend
one harvest season in Europe and the next in Argentina. Al-
though the relationship exists the migration does not always
include the same individuals. The probability is that those
?;ho intend to return to Europe from Argentina, plan to arrive
at the harvest season, and in the same way those from Europe
to Argentina migrate in time for the opening of the harvest
season on the Pampa.
The distribution of immigrants, according to nationality
and occupation is interesting. Italians seem to favor an
agricultural pursuit, particularly truck gardening, grape
growing and diversified farming, probably as the result of the
intensified agricultiure they More forced b:y necest^ity to prac-
tice in Italy. They have also become skilled mechanics in the
city. Spaniards seem to f&vor urban activities. Many English,
Fcotch, and "elsh immigrants have settled in Patagonia, Yihore
sheep raising is their major occupation. Other nationalities
are widely distributed but for the most part they select
residence in the cities.
grazili'i- Immigration. Dviring the first hundred years of in-
dependence or from 182E - 1922 Brazil received but 3,650,000
European imnlgrants. About two -thirds were South Europeans
who blended into the population almost completely in the first
generation wiiile less than ten per cent vi/ere North Europeans
vjho tend to separate themselves and retard or prohibit assim-
ilation^

The following figures give immigration totals from 1926 to
1930,
1926 121.569
1927 101.568
1928 82,061
These figures give an average of '^4.538 persons a year.
In 1931. the Portuguese outnumbered all newcomers, 8,152 being
admitted, Next were the Japanese with 6, 632, Pifty-four other
nationalities were represented. Santos and Eio v;ore the main
ports of entry being centrally located and the focus of greatest
coiTimercial activity.
The Japanese in Brazil number about 165,000 of w lich some
150,000 are concentrated in coffee region of the Paulo. Immi-
gration began in the 1900*when Japanese were being excluded from
other occidental countries. They formed colonies that have been
remarkably successful. They have been engaged chiefly in agri-
culture especially coffee plantations and of 25,000 families
some 14,000 own or lease farm land. About half the cotton crop
of SSfo Paulo is produced by Japanese and have contributed
substantially to the riee and potato production. Estimates show
an aimual value of $1000 per capita production.
The Japanese immigrant makes Brazil his permanent home. Of.
115,070 irunigrants through the post of Santos in the last 25
years only 8,650 returned to their native country wliich indicates
that approximately 92';o remained in the country of adoption.^
1

The Japanese make ideal colonists, being efficient and
thrifty, except for one difficulty. They remain unabsorbed,
small islands of unassi milated people in the melting pot of
Brazil. Due to this reason, the Brazil government has re-
stricted Japanese immigration since 1954.
Chile
.
The Chilean nation has been moulded about the sound
foundation of the most vigorous and fearless Indian people
the Spaniards encountered in the Hew 'Jorld . Resistance to the
Spaniards cmtinued from 1556 to 1846 when the last AFauca-
nian stronghold Yias taken, ii'rom 1860 to 1860, about 5,000
Germans settled in the Valdivia region and from 1885 to 1901
some 56,000 Ei^ropean immigrants migrated to Chile, chiefly
Spardards (11,000), French (8,500) and Swiss (4, 000) .^^ These
population elei c-nts have been the means by wliich Chile, though
limited in area and resources has become one of the leading
..^^aeif^^^^ountries of the continent.
From 1905 to 1914, 26,544 immigrants or average of
about 2.500 arrived in C hile. From 1920 - 1929, immigration
exceeded emigration by about 40,000 or an average of nearly
4,000. In 1929, a systematic attempt to induce Chilean immi-
*^Japanese >dctivities in Sao Pi.ulo. U» S. Commercial Attache'^ Hepori ;
Rio de Janeiro. 1955.
Christian Science Monitor. June 2, 1954.
'^'"jones, C. F., South AmericayL p. 116,
V
gration was "begun with governmeiA settlement services and a
ten-year plan to pay,
The social inequality of this program K&s in the fact
that the "roto", the mixed-breed serf of the large landowners
who composes about sixty percent of the population, is not
included in this plan, Here as in most South American coun-
tries, a primary problem is the reduction of the large estates;
one percent of the population ovming nearly two-thirds of the
good agricultural land aod opposing taxes and improvements
that will place any burden on the laige estates.
Colombi a. In Colonibia in contrast to the usual situation of
two or three major classes, the varied conditions have permit-
ted four to develop. The white section of the plateau, repres-
enting about ten percent of the population, is among the most
progressive of the continent, Far belrw them in status are
the mestizo masses who make up the bulk of the population also
living chiefly on the plateau. Negroes and mulattos consti-
tuting about thirty-five percent of the population (see Table
XIII) inhabit the coattal regions and river valleys, rarely
living in the hi^lands because of the more vigorous climate.
Indians constitute fifteen percent of the total population
and in^iabit the eastern plainp., plateau and Go^ljfjira Peninsula.
By 1770, Colombia had 80Q000 people and increased migra-
tion from Spain with slaves and the natural increase of
population svelled the total to 3,000.000 by 1875. This
increase of population between 1770 and 1875 was due to great

Table xiii.
POPULATION PERCEITTAG-SS
COUNTRY NATIVE INDIAi:^ : _estxZ(^,:ul:.ttoasiatics ];UR0PEAN
PARAGUAY 97(c) 3
ECUADOR 65 23 5 1 6
PERU 50 35 1 5 10
BOLIVIA 50 40 10
COLOi^BIA 15 40 35 10
BRAZIL 15 50 20 5(cl) 35
VSNEZUELr. 11 70 9 10
CHILE 5 65 30
URUGUAY 2 12(b) 86
ARGENTINE 2 10(b) 88
(d) 165,000 Japanese
(c) Indian c: Negro cross
(b) Too small
(a) Cross between native Indian arid Negro.
. F. Jones, SouthArierica , P, 90.

growth in agricultrire and mining gold was the chief factor
constituting the bulk of the exports far into the nineteenth
century. From 1870 on, agricultural products became more
important v/ith coffee grov/ers encouraging immigration. With
the building of railroads from 1907 on three new sources of
production were added to coffee, platinum in the northwest,
bananas of the coastlands about Santa Marts, and all in the
Ma^dalena Valley. During this period each advance was the
result of transport^ improvement . i\irther expansion of trans-
portation mean more utilization of the country's resources
and capability of sigjporting a denser population.
Colombia made no restrictions on immigration except those
on: public health, order, and morals up to December 18, 1931.
The act of that date provided that only ten persons may enter
from each of the following countries: Bulgaria, China, Greece,
Indie, Lebanon, Lithuania, Poland, Palestine, Rumania, Russia,
Syria, Turkey, and yugoslavia.
Immigrants entering Colombia are divided into2.classes
:
1) those entering as laborers or journejPmen, and 2) business
men who enter with the intention of establishing arts or in-
dustries. Those in the first class do not have to meet any
pecuniary requirements. Those of the second class must
possess not l;ss than $200.
Ecuador, A significant statement in Ecuadorcan govc -iiment's
advice to settlers is the admonition to settle near ro ads and
railroads in order to market their wheat, corn, meat, or dairy
t - t
Il
products, Ecuador's population like all the Dlateau regions
I is predominantly Indian. Mestizo and Indian compose about
jj
88?^ of the population while the white element compose hut 6%
ii of the population, (See Table XIII). The small group of whites
['control most of the valuable land which is held in Iprge es-
I,
i'tates. The break-up of these estates is difficult and this,
[with the ffi'ctors of location - on or close to the equator and
,
athwart the Andean barrier, have hindered migration.
' Peru. Indi ans and mestizos "predominate constituting about 85"^
jof the population (See Table XIII) with whites in the minority
with but 10^0, The table shows the largest percentage of Asiat-
ics in the continent but it must be remembered that it reflects
ja percentage of a comnaratively small population,
Jones makes no exact statement of numbers so tha.t the con-
jclusion is drawn that in his figure of 3% he is including personij
who are but tartly of Asiatic blood. Figures frofn other s:^urces
do not bear out such a large percentage of Dure Asiatics.
The Jar)anese, though one of the most industrious of races,
jibecause of their characteristic of remaining in colonies v;ith
Ijlittle intermarriage outside their group remain a weakness in
jthe P'^pulation and are in danger of being excluded from the count|lry,
ij ^9 Prensa of Lima says:
"The Japanese now in Peru have pr-^ctically monopolized all
jjthe smaller industries. A large percentage of the grocery and
jimeat stores and restaurants and saloons are run by them,
Ij
The Nipponese, like their c-.usins of the Celestial Empire
ll
can subsist on very little and generally do. They do not only
I hire out for cheap wages, but storekeepers among them under-
|i sell their competitors, Peruvian trade unions are
-r
1
making a strong drive for restricted Japanese immigration." 49
Numerous attentats to nlant oo lonies in eastern Peru were
jl
made before the =dvent of modern ro^"'''^. '^nd ^Iso before regular
j|
airplane services were in operation between Tarma and Iquitoa,
ij Distprii e from -ooDulation centers and slowness of trsll trans-
1
r)ort h'-^ve nroved barriers to success un to now,
I!
An interesting combination of races is taking place in ?er\|j[.
Interm??rrisge of Chinese with the native Indian has produced
j
offspring th^t ^-p- ^-r)^^
-^ttr^ctive th^-- •-^it>^o- — --nt.
jl Urup;uay . Uruguay is r^^rt owes her r^rorainent oosition to the
j .small r)ercen+age of Indians in her t)Opulation, (See T^ble XIII.)
li
]|
To all intents purposes she is an eco'omic cou .t^-ro-^rt of
the pamna region though even more pastoral in her economy,
|i
Previous to 1900 igrants come from S^ain but in recent
l!
I
7e'-r« ^ c on.f'idfr^ble Bumb^^r ^--r-^ -o"^^ ^--^r^-^ T*"-^l7. From 1921
jl
to 1930 about 12,600 im";it:rantf: a year entered the country.
(j
I
In 1929 the number dro^^ed to 2,797 but in 1930 rose to 18,116,
I
!5ost of the?e irr--! prr^-nt ^ -r-v^ ^rvmeva so that Uruf-'uay should
I
witness a new development in cnanging from a Pastoral to an
agricultural eoDnomy.
Venezuela
.
Venezuela *g loc-tion i- close nroximity to the
I
Ca.rlbbrran Islaniis has allowed a steady influx of negroes so
i
that today Venezuela has but 10/^ of her pooulation that can
I
.
-
-
I
be classified as Euror^ean. (*^ep T-ble XIII) About 79?. of the
}
population have negro blood in their veins.
British Guiana. Because the vmite man has not yet been able
49 Journal of Commerce citing La Prensa of Peru, N.Y.C., Kov. 29
r
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to acclimatize hinoeelf to ttv tro'^ics it lias been necessary
for the j3ritish to import East Indiaii labor to work the
plantations of the lov^lands. This group nov/ is the most
numerous of arjy in the region numljering 130,075 in a popula-
tion of 310,323. Negroes number about 125,000. The remainder
comprise mestizos and Indians., "Meinly with but a small
sprijikling n-£ v^hites who direct the life of the region.
Surinaiii. The composition of population resembles British
Guiana with the exception that llegroes predominate over the
East Indian, numbering 56,500 and 52,000 respectively. About
1,500 Chinese, 9,000 native Indians and 1,000 Europeans com-
plete the population.
French Guiena . French Guiana with a density of but .06
persons per square mile (see Figure I) has one of the lov;est
densities of any region of the continent. The reason can not
be attributed exclusively to its unfavorable climate. It is
due in part, to the extractive policy of the French who have
developed the gold placer workings of the interior to the
detriment of the agricultural coastal lowlands. Negroes and
Indians ^with a sprinkling of French, Portugese, Chinese, and
Japanese.
Paraguay
.
Being situated inland, comparatively fev; negroes
were carried into Paragriay. For the sams reason the v^hite
element c-'mprises but three percent of the population, the
smallest of any of the republics. (See Table ZIII.) The lang-
uages of the country are two; Spanish and Guarani, One, the

language of the conquerors, the other, the language of copu-
lation majority.
In recent yeprs immigration has numlDered about 1,000 a
year. These immigrants are of a variety of races, Germans
Spaniards, Italians, Russians and French. Some 2,000 Mennon-
ites - "the real children of the earth" - many from Canada,
have settled about 100 miles from Asuncion.

SUI.MARY
The inter-rel 3tion of location and relief have been suoh
as to cause about one-half the continent to possess an infav-
orable tropical climate.
Its isolated position to the south of world trade channels
has been of importance in tie past in hindering immigration.
Because of its tropical location, the continent will remain
inferior to North America, The continent possesses high rugged
western mountains, low interior plains and on the east has a
group of worn do/ra old hi^chlands.
There is no extreme cor^tinental winter due to the narrow-
ness of the continent. The west coast is v;ashed by a cold
current north to Colombia and the east coast has a warm current
south to the Plat© River,
The region of lov/ pressure follov;s the sun in its move-
ment north and souti and the wind belts shifting north and
south cause the seasonal changes for the most part.
The map on page 23 giving the distributions of population
shov/s the heaviest population within 'ftDO miles of the coast.
Cn the east coast, the heaviest density seems to be rigat along
the coast showing that accessibility seems one of the primary
factors in deciding distributions of population. In the trop-
ical regions the climate has forced the population into the
highl.ands.
The regi o 3 of h in^^he^t^ population d ensity were found to be
€
11
Brazilian Plateau
I'
Pamt)a
!i Chilean Valley
|i Colombian Plateau
ji Peruvian Plateau
Bolivian Plateau
Ecuadorean Pl-ateau
The siDarsely r»0Dulat--d areas are:
Orinoco Lowlands Chaco
Amazon Basin Monte
Chilean Desert Argentine Mesopotamia
Southern Chile Paraguay
Patagonia
The primary asset of the first grouD was a favorable cli-
i! mate, with later development of the natural resou. rces.
The second group has a variety of climates but all are
unfavorable.
The transDorte tion system of the continent as a whole is
unsgtis factory. Difficulty of building roa-ds and railroads is
increased by the rugged relief and tronical vegetation. Many
areas still defend solely on the Dack train. Airplane facili-
I
ties are increasing the demand for roads and railroads to act
ij
•I
as feeders. The east coast has the great harbors of the coun-
il
j! try but the north and west coasts are sadly lacking in even
!i
i; fair harbors. There is a remarkably close relation between the
'1
il old Incan and Colonial overland routes and the present day
li
II
routes. Though South America's great rivers serve large areas
1: the traffic they cprry is small.
I
The EuroTjeanization of South America has not proceeded far,
i;
'i In Colonial days Spanish and Portugese in relatively small num-
€
bers constituted the bulk of the immigration. Most of the
continent still seems unable to attract many immigrants; only
in Argentina, Uruguay, East Central Brazil and the Chilean
Valley do Europeans constitute a dominant factor. Italians,
Spaniards and Portugese constitute the leading groups of im-
migrants.
The native Indian and the negro constitute a drag on the
population tending to bring the general cultural level lov/
but this is due>in large part, to the dominant whites who have
restricted this people by a policy of large landholdings and
a system, practically, of peonage.
The- full development of this sparsely settled continent
av;aits an increa-ed density of population.
f
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